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DEERI\G
BROM& MOWERS
-- PRAISE ?['llE 
DEERING PONY.
oller and Ball Bearing,
Strong, Noiseless, Handy, Powerful
The DEEM NG PONY BINDER PND MOW ERsha
won the hearts of the people evtrywhere, and no Where
more strongly than h.,re at hoine. You can judge iourself
by reading the testimobiabs of your own neighbors.
Temti=o=3.als.
Found at Last.
But Borg. Timer -I hare ou tee me-hine at last that stilt. me and I never raw one
before situt I lenient the Pa I curd Roll-r Bearing Pony of Forbes% & Hr at Honk lesville.
Ky. It it very liget, end so simply an I yet strongly coast • ueted that two home. e shy nulSit
all day lobs. IL L
The Pony Breaks the Record at Roaring Spring.
ROARING fitraiso KY.—The Ball and Rorer Bemiring Pony Binder that I bong t of your
Agents at 4. Pt 11141•1110. V 'riles .t Ito , I. a da dy cut heavy wheat, w bleb was down very
MA. aid It 111.1 des Wof I have Mkt the same ground in whwat four years, and b vs never
been ail. to ire a machine t 'cut it beeore but the Pony went throagh ail it KW. W. LEWIS.
"Queen of the Harvest.Ye
wa.trzei's aeosa. Tins .—The 3a:1 and Roller Bea- ing onr Binder honght of emir
*vote PosIt.. & Bro. leopalnavi he In my pidgin rut Pie pereedion of bare -sting marhir.
ery. leer Itehtre it of draft and it rot:amity of construct on it is the 'a,kneen of the II•r% eel "
I rat as law,/ %velem the past s.athin .11 I ever saw ro • With only two email mules to my
am a itiaBed that the B411 Beating Pony ta the only Binder or farmer• to buy.LOCI • TAYLOR.
A Common Sense View of It.
teellettnevit.La. KY.—I am satl.fled that the Ball Ilsaring Poey I. the machine
row ail rimers of fanner.. The small farmee cm with tw • horiett harvest a I of his seri n, and
the large on. P1.11 with two hand. end f or W.ritei. rut twe've feet site swath. w • Ile the Ilartl
nomber of hands with the • on• n imber ut hi roses caa only cut a wen feet with any other
machioe. Time and money talk, so to nty a. uct lii. other fellows are not in It.U. B. cRorr.
The Pony Saves Wages and Horse Flesh.
CelICLI•S qPIIIXO., Kr —The Pony Rin.ler with Ball and Boller Peariar, is the maehine
for this rain iy. Ic nt ate one man and two hon.... •nd rut very n. ar as much as they can
w th tile of t e big machiro a. which r, Titre two toe and foie ho see. 1 would not sell the
Pony Ho it r where I bought of Yozb. A, Bro., Hopkiosvt le, for three times whs.! 't cost, If
eouid not get meet her. T. IL eTaWAkt.T.
Bra Rocs, Tzse.—T ram r..commend your Binder. It rnns li•ht and elec. I can take II
awl t • o iiie aeit ego my wheat. A man cad Leen It Foul ..ve hit. wheat it. nice and quick.
'the Pony Biedier isa etroar snit • *ult. %nine treactene. I can re ommend It to Any farmer
who wants • Binder. I don't think I could say too much in favor of ii. W. B. BALL.
The Only Perfect Mower on Earth.
Wg•vitit'e Frolic, rvetc.--1 bought of yrur agents. Forbee & Bro.. HontInsville, one
your Ideai Rail Beer ng owere. y opinion is that it ix the only perfect machine on earth.
1 rut my crop o grape met cower this year with less trouble thin vet before, cud Ice cheer-
fu'ly reconenerte the Ideal Ball Hearing Mower to all of my friends who contemplate the pur-
chase oi a Mower. W. T. JOHNSON.
Brim Full of Enthusiasm.
BON( ins•11.L g, Ky .—I cannot say too much In prat ‘e of the Ideal Ball sad Roller Bearing
Mower I beach& or you In INN 1 have meet six or eight totter kind, of mowers in pea'. years.
sad while use? of them were good mowers, coons if In ruth an "Ideal" mower. It tu V as
light and mitelessly --a reams to chine I eut thirty Peres of hay with It in less than two
days, using the word t team on the Ware. I believe one horse eould pull it and cut efteen
acre, a day It le simply a p,rfeet intichine, and doe:kali the moat extravegant a cot claims
foe It. W. G. WHEELER.
One Horse Lighter Than the McCormick.
Hoeittnit itta. Kr.—Tb• Ideal Ball Bearing Mower I bought of you laint rear la, In my
opinion. as near nerfiwt as a in iwer can be. I had used the Melorinick mower tot severs,
years, and tied the draft of th idea. at 'emit one heave lighter. J. C. 1100KE.
Cuts Everything in Its Way.
F•tavit w, KY.-I bought one of your Ideal Mowers last tear. P being something new
and you b-saging so much on the Ilthtneas of draft and extra strength over other mowers, 1
thought I would try .1. hal a 11.14..f ex ra heavy-eras. and sioreut•, and I am gait to. .y
the Ideal went tkroagh and tot 'very Wog in its way. I bare us•-d every mower sod hire In
•era. teens pas', and say ,t th. Deering hem is in my opinion far ahead of anything I
ever used. It runs ligt.ter than any other mower toted he-re. W. ft. SHAW.
The Poorest Scrubs Can Pull the Ideal with Ease.
Moral rarILLE. Kr -Ton indeed me to Sty an Meal Ball and Roller Bearing Mower. I
tau at, the tun. I mu oat awed it. but after u..ir.g it a feta yarns:414 that you were light, I hay.
Sayer bade machine to do as go el work in my tine. A farmer ran put the p /meal stock cm
the p to it mad nit las mutes grass in a dav aS good *Sock to any other m•ehlne My ed•me
to say one la to uuy the Ideal atiove ad others. Jilt. J. A. SCHMIDT.
The Ideal Is Simply Perfect.
KY—.I am so well pleased with my Ideal Mower the, I Cu. hit my 2,tity to
Is5y can mie me In its praises if you tati wish. Yea cannot sty to much
her on it IA ncrfcet. D. C BE rrLE.
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THE - LEADER 
LADIES
4
You are cordially invited
to attend the
Leader's
Opening
Wednesday,
April the 3rd,
At half past nine.
Our opening will (iii
week, thereby giving ladies from
a distance a chance to see our dis-
play of handsome pattern Hats
and Bonnets.
lo Cant
On these goods: they must be
seen to be appreciated.
Misses Ida Allen, Ada Ken-
nedy and Julia Venab'e are con-
nected with the Leader, and will
be pleased to see their numerous
friends.
The Leader,
MRS. FLOURETTE LIVY,
MANAGER.
*THE- LEADER
133 MAIN STREET.
Caither & West,
-TO BACCO-
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
1916.14inCI People's Hanbery&Shryer,
P r p riet ors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE. —
Proprietors,—
• Ky 'Warehouse
R. R. St.. bet. 10th & 11th,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
What is
;CASTOR- A
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infante
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Costoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Case
toria is the Children's Panacea-the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
-Nem1 lit an excellent medicine for chit.
dress. Mothers have repeatedly told nas of Its
good Woo( upon their children."
Da. U. C. Nome,
Lowell, Mem.
Castorta Is the heat remedy for children of
Which I am acquainted. I hope tbe day is not
tar distant e hen mothers will oonsider the real
Interest of their children, and use Gastonia lo
stead of the rarlousquack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, bottling syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
SAINA to premature grimes."
Da. J. r lEllecancra.
Conway, Ark.
Castoria.
"Caglorla Is Powell adapted to children thall
I reoommend II es superior to any prescription
known to ma."
IT. A. Altana, IL D.,
111 So. Ozford St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
" Our physicians In the chIldree's dew".
mans have spoken highly of their experi-
ence in their outside practice with Castor-Ia.
and although we ouly have among our
medical supplies what Is known as regular
products, yet we are free to ootifem that Um
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
WV, upon It."
Lerma Honerret AND Disnessaar,
Bootee, Yeah
&Lunt C. Sorra Pees.,
Th. Cantata.' Company, TI Murray Street, Neer York City.
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of Imitation trade
marks and labels.
is the whole story
about
•I ARIA AliD HA/AttlER SODi Costs no more than ether package sode-never spoils :▪ in packages. dour—universally acknowledged purest in the world. :
•
a Wade only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by 'racers everywhere. :
• 
•
• 
Write for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable Recipes—FREE. , IN
• 
•
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Ragsdale, Cooper Sc Co.,
—PROPRIETORS or—
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
llopkinsville, . - Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman
WORD BUILDING CONTEST.
5 PRIZES.
GRAND PRIZE--FINEST CHICKERING PIANO...
2cI Prize—Sidebar buggy 
3d Prize—Pneumatic Tire Bicycle.....
4th Prize—A Diamond Ring. 
5th Prize—A Moline Farm Wagon__
5 PRIZES---TOTAL VALUE... .
.$750.00
150.00
85.00
75.00
60.00
$1,120.00
/
The above prizes are offered to thoee
who construct or form the largest num-
ber of words out of the letters found in
the prize word
R-E-P-U-T-A-T-I-O-N
• 
UNDER. 'TH EBEL FrUlaIle:
First—The first prize will be won by the
largest list, the second prize by the next
la.rgest list and so on to the fifth.
Second-The Hat of words must be writ-
ten in ink plainly, must be alphabetic-
ally arranged, numbered, signed by the
contestant and sent In before May al,
When the contest clones.
Third-Words used must be English
and must be found in the dictionary.
If two words are spelled alike only one
can be used. Abbreviations, obeolete
words and names of persons or places are
barred. Lists purposely stuffed not con-
sidered.
Fourth-The same letter must not be
used twice in one word, except the letter
T, which may be used twice In any word,
as it appears twice in the prize word.
Fifth—Each contestant mod become a
subserlber to the Omaha Weekly World-
Herald for one year, and must send his
dollar to pay for his subscription with his
Hat of words.
Sixth-Every contestant whose Ilst con-
tains as many as thirty word,, whether he
wins a prize or not, will receive a port-
folio containing handsome photo engraved
copies of sixteen famous palntIngs-elze
of each picture 10x12 Inches, with his-
tory of the painting.
Seventh-In ease two or more prize whi-
ning lists contain the same number of
words the one that la first rereired will
be given preference.
Eighth-Prizes will be ate:init.,' and
shipped to 'winners within ten days after
the contest closes.
The Omaha Weekly World-Herald is the great free silver
coinage family paper of the northwest Its editor is Hon. W. J.
Bryan-the champion of silver, mho has jut retired from con-
gress. It is published in two parts, one of eight pages on Tues-
day, and the other of four pages on Friday of each week, hence
it is almost as good as a daily for news. Its agricultural page,
edited by G W. Hervey, its literary department, its house-
hold articles and its short stories make it a welcome visitor in
any household. Subscription price ft 00 per year. Address--
WORLD-HERALD,
A MYSTERY.
E. G. Whitehead, a negro porter on
a Pullman sleseplog car, was found
dead ou the railroad track out at the
Madisonville crossing, about two
mil's North of this city, yesterday
evenirg. The lovely of the nefort un-
ate man way tumid by Or J B Jack-
son, who was returning from a too
feseioual visit to the country. When
Dr. Jackson reached the pail it where
the Madisonville road crosses the
railroad track he happened to lo k
dowio the track towards the city, and
the first ol ject that his eyes rested ou
was the body of a man laing acmes
one of the rails. He went to where
the men was, and fioding that he was
dead ti e doctor nuovrd the body from
rail so that it would Dot be cut to
pieces by train No. 63, which he knew
wou d soon be due. He came to the
city and notiti d Coroner Aliens-
worth, who at once wen. out and held
an it qued.
The circumetances surrounding the
man's death are not kuowu,-that is,
in not Immo how be happened t
be killed, and in all probability it
will Dover Le knowr. Whitehead
was the porter on the Pullman sleep
or that was attached to e.outiobotind
dasseoger Oslo No 51 yesterday aft•
ernoon. Just a few miles UOIA1 if
this city he was seen by borne of the
passengers iu tit- sleeper to leave the
car and go out sod ',laud on the plat-
form between he slei per sud the
coach for the white passengers, Jost
before he reached the spot where hi..
lead bi dy was silt rwards Mind
some little g.rle, who were lookleg a;
the tralu p us, saw him walk dowu
on the bottom step of the coed), but
they paid no atteutloa to the matter
and would not thought of the fact
*gain if they had uot been question-
ed by the coroner. The girls said
that there was no one on the a epe rr
platform r xcept the tiorter, therefore
foul play Is entirely out of the roes
tiou. The theory of many is that the
man was on the bottom step and
leaned forward to look out and that
es be did so his head struck against
the cattle guard, wto'clo rule close up
to the track, and that he was thus
knocked from the train. Mir,
however, does not seem probable, be
reuse, In the first place, the cattle
guard is so low that it is hardly pos-
sible that a man's hese'. could wrike
It even if he were to lean as far out
.nd down as be soul& and, scainolie
twin's neck woul I have been broken
end his head would have been torn
entirely from his body if it had struck
he guard, as the train runs at lea.'
thirty mules an hour at (het point
It is more than probable that the man
was euddenly stricken by apoplexy or
heart dimes.e and that he fell cff and
rolled up against the cattle•guard,
and that in the fall his head wae
crushed as it wan. The back part of
the skull was cruehed in, there was a
long, deep gash cat in his face, sod
there was oleo a cut in the groin made
by a bunch of keys and some silver
money that was in the pants', pocket
on the side on which he fell. He was
not missed by the trainmen until
they got to Guthrie.
Then man's home was at 1312
Chestnut street, St. L root. His fam-
ily was notified last night. The body
was taken charge of and embalmed
by E W. Glass, the undertaker at
the depo', and was shipped to Sr.
Louis at 10 o'clock this morning.
THE INqUEST.
The Coroner furnishes us with the
following:
We were called on Thursday about
6 p. m to go to the Madisonville
croeulog, about two miles North of
this city to hold an inquest over the
remains of an unknown colored man
round dead on the L. & N. railroad,
and who her examination proved to
be E. U Whitehead of 1312 Chestnut
street, St. itto , and serving BP
a porter on a Pullman sleeper. A
jury was sworn in, and after a thor-
ough examination of the body, MiPPIPP
Mary Vaughn and Daley Anderson
testified before them as witnesses.
They stated that they Paw this man
about 200 yards from where he was
dead, come out of the front end of
the sleeper and walk down to the
steps and lean and look forward
They also stated that no one else was
seen.
The jury rendered the following
verdict: "We, the jury, summoned
to look into the cause of the death of
E. G. Whitehead, found dead at the
Madisonville crossing, on the L &N
railroad, April 11th, 1695, find that he
came to his death by failing from the
Sonth bound passenger train, N . 61
Jury : Jas. Allennworih, Jr , Jae.
Anderson, B. L Blankenship, J. H.
Moore, R. H. Anderson, E H. Browd-
er. A silver watch, two rings with
keys, two [Jager rings, a receipt from
the Knights of Pythias Lodge of the
payment rf his dues for January,
February and March, and $895 in
money was found on his person. He
was very mostly attired in a l'ullrnan
suit. Jas. L. Alleneworth,
Coroner.
Omaha Nob
 
Electropoise
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
I ever used.—W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 189-1.--I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.—E. SHORET, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dec. 21st, 1894.
PISO'S CURE FOR
let,o. 11.. 1 t ....t,doethgio Line,.ttyrt.
ti
Li 
T. 
 rt
Sold hy 1,mq:eats
CONSUMPTION
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS
C31E32%7 rrilEiL 3r..a
NAV A MICOLT
Hopkinsville Kentucky.
••••• ••5•5'.- ±-nese
j
T. C. HANBERRY. M. F. SHRYER
THE GREATEST CURATIVE AGENT
KNOWN.
OPIUM HABIT CURED.
Six weeks' use of the Electroplee
cured a friend of the opium habit. It
also benefited me a great deal. I
.uffered with kidtiev trouble -Rev.
W. Bruce, Hopkinsville Ky.
From the editorial columns of the
Western Reoorder:--ff mere is any
truth in men and women, it does in-
deed benefit in hundreds of cases of
sit kinds of sickness. A friend who
had puttered long with nervous pros-
tration wrote that it had cured her
A gentleman in the city, who, a year
ago, seemed to have only a few days
of life left him by consumption, has
greatly improved, has been able to
go on uninterruiond with his boost-
nese Two other personal friends
said nothing had ever done so much
for their rheumatism. Nothing has
ever received so many testimonials
from trustworthy persons,
"One night's use of the Electropoise
gave me relief from brain coogestion
and vertigo. I have been a well man
ever since."-Rev. George H. Means
Coviugtou, Ky.
ellirElectropoise put cut on trial
for four months for $10. Send for
valuable book free.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
F CETI! AVE.. LOUTISVILLE,K
 `•-••
Lyon County.
The people of Lyon county will be
called upon to vote on the liquor
question on May 2.; h. Both sides
are now claiming a victory.
Buying Tobacco.
Mr. T. H. Hayes, who "puts up"
tobacco down at Roaring Spriugs, is
said to be buying a good deal of the
weed at present,
• ,,,,aky.....••• ,.w____. •••,...1•44••••.- ..41.:4•41.141141••••••••14•1111110.•
Will Locate at Crofton.
Dr. C. B. Hanson, &citizen of Trigg
county, who has just recently gradu-
ated from the medical department of
the Vanderbilt Uoiversity, will soon
loJate at Crofton for the practice of
his profeseloo.
A Sensation.
Q ill. a Proration was created in
Heoderson Sakurday when Miss 011ie
Gibson, who resides at Dixie, s small
town right near Hendersou, filed a
suit ricsivet B-tri 0.beeu charging
him with seduction under a promise
of marriage. She asks for $5,020.
All Hight.
The Madisonville Huetler pays:
"The trait crop of Hopkins is all
right so far, so we are informed by
m•uy of tbe beet farmers of this
county. The peaches may have been
damned a little in some places, but
on the whole there will be a good
crop of this deliciouto fruit."
Killed by Lightning.
Near Morgaufield Friday Agar
Lynn and Theo. Lievely, fourteen
and siveen years of age, were plow•
leg when a storm came up. They
started to the house, mud on the way
lightning struck and killed Lynn and
he horsey. L'vely,was shacked, but
recovered courciounuess in a few
hour..
-••
Pneumonia.
Out of elglity,erv•u deaths in Lou.
la-t week twentyneven were
due to put uniouls. A great deal of
this was brouget on by carelessness,
ProP'• f wroting that it was not
'winnow and sitting for hours in
ro•nals without a spark of tire. A very
small anr.unt of fire will be necetary
fur some time yet.
Excessive Anger.
Friday night last the Marshal of
Kuttawa arrested a Mrs. Berryman,
a lone widow, &aiming that sh•
was disturbing her neighbor.. With-
in three mioutee after she had been
mucked in her cell she was found dead.
Toe coroner's jury returned a verdict
to the effect that "she died of heart
failure caused by goessive anger."
'1 hree Trials.
Three years ago Ike Byrne killed
Tom Baird near Owensboro. Byrne
rise been tried three times for the
ei IMO and last S iturday he was ten-
tenced to the p•nitentiary for four
pearl. Io the fl out trial the jury
failed to agree. In the recond there
was a verdict of flee years, a bleb
was reverer d by the Court of Appeal.
on account of some technicality in
the lower court's ruling.
•
Card of Thanks.
Torcugh the medium of you paper
the Charity Association wish to ex-
press their sincere thanks to the "As
You Like It" Club for the proceeds
of th ir most excellent entertainment
recently given. The funds so in-
creased by this talented club will
bring gladness to m.ny hearts as the
result of their labors. May richest
blessings come to the members of the
club and those who assisted.
A New Paper.
We have before us the initial Dum-
ber of the Sunday Poet, which will
te come very popular in Owensboro.
The Poet is edited by Mr. George V.
Triplett, who is well and favorably
known all over Kentucky, and who
is a writer of much ability. The pa-
per is well gotten up and is filled with
he lateet happenings and gossip in
0 weosboro society. We hope that
the Post will meet with the success
that it so riculy
Sheriff Sued.
Sher fl Nealey, u f Henderson coun-
ty, was on Saturday sued for $5,000
for false imprisonment by Shively
ri.tgere, of Union county. The ober: ft
claims that it was simply a case of
mistaken identity ;-that he arrested
It )gers for a criminal who bore
• striking reeemblance to him
persons not well acquainted
them could not have t•id one
the other. When arrested Ilogers
protested that he was not the other
fellow, but he stayed In jail one
DI ght tefore he could prove the fact.
such
that
with
from
Contract Let.
Forbes & tiro. have secured the
contract for the building of the Epis-
copal chapel and school for colored
people. The building will be a neat
frame one, and will be located around
near the public school building. It
will be &chapel and uchool combined.
Rev. McNeal, the colored minister
who has been conducting the mission
work, teaching the children, etc., has
been using Friendship hall for some
time. Work on the building will be
begun very Boon. The structure
will cost $1,200,
•
She Was Smooth.
Last Friday evening Maggie Glov-
er, a white woman, found that a war-
rant had been issued for her arrest
charging her with murdering her in
rant child. She at once went to the
County Poor House and borrowed a
two-weeks old baby from an inmate
of that institution. She was going to
present than child in court as her
own, and in that way avoid prosecu-
tion, but the Poor House keeper "g o
onto her racatet" and went to the jail
and got the child. It was a smooth
game but it failed to work. There
will, doribtlese, be a great sensation
in Paducah when the ease is called
for trial in a dry or two, as the un-
fortunate girl will say in court that
one of the most prominent young
men In Paducah is the father of the
child, and it is said that she will also
state that the child was taken away
from her home by the ;young man's
order, and that she does not know
what disposition was made of it.
Business Improving.
The weelly reviews of trade by
Bradstreet, Dun, and other commer-
cial agencies in the country show
that there was a great improvement
of :general business throughout the
United States during the week end-
ing at the close of business last Fri-
day evening. There were 207 busi-
ness failures in the United States for
the eeveu days ending last Friday
evening against 218 for the corre-
sponding period of last year. The
Improvement in business is believed
to be on a solid basis and will con-
tinue.
There has been a very apparent in-
crease in business iu Hopkinsville
within the past week, as most any of
our prominent business men can tes-
tify. Most all of the merchants in
the city did a good business last week
we are glad to say. If business con-
tinues to increase as it has for th•
past two or three weeks the people of
Hopkinsville will have no reason to
complain. oue sign of returning
prosperity is the fact that tobacco on
the Hopkinsville market brought
mote last week than him done for
many mouths.
WOMEN IN THE SPRING.
They Need Nothing so Much as
Paine's Celery Compound.
In the spring women need Paine's
celery compound.
The average American women says
a well.knowu writer, wears herself
out tweuty years before her time.
She begins the wearing out procese
as a child, staying up at night until
the 'brute family retiree; and keeps
it up as at r,eriug girl, staying awake
until ten or eleven o'clock, when she
should be asleep by nine; and as a
woman she has SO many things to do
and to keep up with that she positive•
ly hasn't a minute to rest.
By arid by her cheeks grow thin
and haggard; langour takes the place
of her old-time high spirit.; she has
a generally worn-out air; her nerves
are gnawed by pain, and sleeplessness
makes fearful inroads upon her
health.
Her physician tells her simply that
her nervous system is exhausted, and
that help must come by feeding the
brain and •ntire nervous tract, richly,
rapidly and completely. It is the ex-
perience of the most careful medical
men in this country that nothing
proves so uniformly fuecessful as
Paise's celery compound in cases of
brain-weariness, nerveus
failure of vital force, dyspepsia,
sieeplesenese, and for restoring health
and vigor to the brain and body when
exhausted by overwork and dissipa-
tion.
Every such weary, nervous, thin-
blooded person should take Paine's
celery compourad. It makes such
people well.
Paine's celery compouud improve.
the general health by making new,
ruddy blood and refreshing the
nerves.
It reanimates the languid hody,
and vitalizes the important organs so
that they work in harmony with
each other.
The accomplished editor of the Oak-
land, Ill., Ledger, a portrait of whom
wife is given above, says in his own
paper, editorially.
"Our leading druggist, Dr. W .
gregory, informs us that his sales of
Paine's celery compound have been
wonderful; in fact, he states that he
has in six months sold more celery
compound than all other medicines
combined. There has been a constant
demand for it.
"Oue of the noticeable cures that
this medicine bas made le the case of
Mr. Phil Clinard, who last spring wise
Republican candidate for county
treasurer. Mr. Clinard'e nerves were
all unstrung; he had DO appetite and
was all run-down. He commenced
using Paine's celery compound, and
today there is not a more well and
vigorous citizen in this whole com-
munity than Mr. Clinard. Another
case that comes closer is that of the
wife of the editor of the Ledger. Ev
cry one in Oakland knows that Mr..
Yeargin was confined to her bed for
three whole months with neuralgia.
At times her pains were awful, so
much so that her hands would clinch
and it took the united strength of two
persons to straighten out her fingere.
Dr. Garvey, the family physician,
treated her for months, but all he
could do was to alleviate the pains.
mot affecting a cure. Along Iasi
winter she commenced using Paine's
celery compound.
"She commenced to gain in flesh at
once. Her pain all went away; her
vitality increased weekly, and today
there is not a more healthy womatein
town than she. Her neighbors all
marvel at ter complete recovery, and
ask her the cause, and she has no
hesitancy in saying that it le all due
to Paine's celery compound. This is
given voluntarily in the hope* that
others who are efilicted may be prof
ited by using this great medicine,
which today today is without a peer
In the land."
SELF DEFENSE.
Verdict in Favor of Goebel Fol-
lows the Coroner's
Inquest.
!peels; to the New 1COS
Co•Ingten, Ky., April 13-The
Coroner's jury yesterday afternoou
returned a verdict that John L San-
ford came to his death from a pistol
ball in the hands of Wm. Goebel, :at
the First National Bank, Covington,
Ky., April 11, leik; that there were
present Frank Helm, W. J Hen-
drick and omen), and they find fur-
ther that the skid ball was fired by
said Wm. ()Gebel in self-defense.
AN ENTERPRISE
That Two ilopkissrille Citizens are
Thinking of Engaging in.
Messrs. Ferd Schmitt and Max
It tuboid went to Nashville yesterday
evening to see the owners of a new
patent machine for making ice. They
went with the intention of purchas-
ing the right to sell the machine in
Christian and eight of the surround'
ins counties. The machine has been
seen by many of our citizens, as it
was recently on exhibition at the
Hotel Latham for several days. his
a wonderful piece of machinery, as
ice can be wade in any quantity in
half an hour after the water is put in.
With the ruachiue one can always
keep cod water on hand without the
slightest trouble, as it cau be regulat-
ed to any temperature desired. If
Messrs. Schmitt and Raubold close a
deal with the owners we hope and be'
lieve that they will meet with suc-
cess.
11 ARNINti.
Last week we noticed in the city
papers that two persons died very sod
deniy in this couuty, and were burled
without an inquest being held. A
man at Empire, and a lady on Jesup'e
Avenue In this city. We give notice
that ills a violation of the law to bury
persons who die suddenly, without
an inquest being held, and it is the
daty of the Coroner to see that the
law is exrcuted. Persons violating
this law are liable to punishment,
and their deceased friends to be ex-
humed for examination.
J. L. ahLLENSWOHT11, Coroner.
The "Drys" Win.
The Prohibitionists of Ohio county
have won another victory. At Bea-
ver Dam the "drys" carried the day
by a majority of 45. The "wets"
claim the election is illegal and many
of them refused to vote, because they
considered the polls not opened ac-
cording to law.
A Great Pity.
It is a great pity that Prince Mc-
Guire, the only witness who saw the
Logan county alleged farmer-mur
derers bang Ed Traughber,is about to
die of consumption, as the guilty
murderers may escape if he dies. It
will be recalied that some stock was
poisoned, and several farmers in the
Adairville neighborhood got together,
so it Is said, and hung Traughber as
the guilty man, when there Wilia not a
shadow of evidence against him, tit
on the contrary various circumstan-
ces showing that he mould not have
been guilty. • The McGuire man WSJ
put in the Bowling Green jail and is
now there, at his own request, for
safety, because the friends of the al-
leged murderers in jail threatened to
kill him in order to prevent his testi-
fyiny. The Bowling Green Times
says:
"When the case was tried in the
Logan Circuit Court McGuire was
taken down under guard to testify and
returned again to jail here after the
trial had resulted in a bung jury.
There is no charge against McGuire,
but it is deemed necessary to keep
him in jail in order to protect his life
antdobuet: 
himself, dose not want to be
le 
"For some time he has been in fail-
ing health and his condition is be-
coming serious. He is a victim, of
consumption, and it is doubtful if be
lives to to testify at another trial of
the lynchers. He has been having
nemorrhages and is growing weaker
all the time and there seems little
doubt that his death will occur at no
distant date, despite the efforts of his
physicians to prolong his life.
"His death would greatly hurt the
case against the prosecution, as be is
the only witness who hanging. Mc-
Guire is the man they compelled to
with them and who drove the wagon
on the fatal night when Traughber
was strung up near Adairville and
left dead.
"The Logan county officer. were
here yesterday topes McGuire and it
IS said have coacluded to take his
deposition, as they think he can not
riot last long and will never be able
!o appear at Russellville again to tee-
Ply."
Instructor.
First Lieut. H. S. Woipple, of the
Seventh Cavalry, U. S. A., has been
detailed by the War Department as
instructor and inspector of the Ken-
tucky State Guard. The Lieutenant
will leave his command at Fort Riley
for Kentucky immediately.
Lieut. Whipple suucceeds to the
place made vacant by the transfer of
Lieut. Kirby, U. S A., to his regi-
ment some months ago. Lieut. Kir-
by, it will be remembered, asked to
be relieved of the detail in this State,
on account of the fact that the climate
did not agree with his wife's health.
shortly after his arrival in Kentucky
Lieut. Whipple will begin the work
of inspecting the State Guard comps-
nice. It is customary to holding
these inspections just before the an-
nual encampment. The order for
the inspection, it is expected, will be
Issued by the Governor shortly.
41,
All alias ham sucks for sale at M. W. Hines died of pneumonia
near Bowling Green.
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A SAD DEATH.
'After a Prolonged Illness Mr.
Jas. T. Wallace Died
Saturday.
The people of Hopkinsville were
greatly shocked Saturday when •
little after 10 o'clock it was announced
that Mr. James T. Wallace had just
d,ed. He had been Ill for five or six
months, but a few weeks ago he re-
covered sufficiently to be able to go to
Louisville for the purpose of having
log his eyes treated, and it was then
hoped by all wbo knew him that he
would soon be restored to perfect
health, but when he returned home
he suffered a relapse, and after taking
to his bed he sank rapidly, and on
Friday it became apparent to the
attending physician tbat his life was
numbered by hours. He passed sway
a few minutes after 10 o'clock Sat-
urday morn lug.
Mr. Wallace was a son of Mr.
Thomas Wallace and Mrs. Matilda
Gwathney Wallsos, and he was just
thirty years of age. For a number of
years be bad been in the drug buril•
uses in this city,-having clerked for
several druggists-and finally own-
ing a drug store himself. • few years
ago be formed a partnership in the
drug business of Mr. U. E. Gait her,
and afterwards became sole proprie-
tor, but as be needed a partner to as-
sist in the business be sold a half in-
!street to Mr. Ram Tallaferro, and a
few months ago be gold his entire
holdings in the store to his partner.
Al a business man be stood high in
tbe esteem of the public, as be
was upright, honorable, and oonsci•
enticus in all his transactions with
his fellow man. In the private rela-
tions of life he was a model young
Mtn. He WAS A kind, affeetiouste,
and devoted son and brother, and as a
friend he was as true as steel. He
was polite and kind ,to all with
whom be came in muted.. His man•
tiers were as gentle as those of a girl,
and no girl ever had a tenderer,
more eympethetic heart than
he, and this was shown by
the fact that be never failed to aid
persons in distress, to do all the good
tie could for his fellow man when It
was in his power to do so. In every
respect ha was what a young man
should be. He was a conectentious,
consistent, and devout christian, and
uad since his early childhood been a
member of the Episcopal Cburch
taking a deep interest in the work of
his .ohurch and the Sr. Andrew's
Brotherhood, of which order he was
one of the charter members of this
city.
Mr. Wallace was modest, of a re-
tiring disposition, and few people
knew him intimately, but all who
were acquainted with him at all held
him in hign esteem because of his
fine traits, his sterling worth. We
will all miss him, but to the devoted
mother and sister the loss is irrepara-
ble. The entire community sympa-
thizes with them in this their hour
of so great trouble.
REV. HELM QUITS.
Retires from the Danville
District Presbytery.
Has Accepted the ''Sanctiftes-
tion" Doctrine.
Special to the New Era.
Danville, Ky., April 16.-An inter-
esting action of the Presbytery, Pre.-
byterian Church, South, this district,
at its late meeting, has just been
made public.
This was the "permission to with-
draw," given to the Rev. Ben Helm,
the well-known Presbyterian minia-
ter, of Stanford. Daring the great
revival meeting held at Stanford by
Dr. Carradine, Mr. Helm accepted
the doctrine of "Sanctification," and
has since participated in one or two
similar revivals.
This conduct was very distasteful
to his colleagues of the Presbyterian
Church, and he took time by the
forelock and retired.
It is said here that there are sever-
al other persons high in Presbytery
circles who have gone to the extremes
in this new belief, and that they, too,
will be summarily dealt with unless
they change.
Delightful Services.
The union sunrise meeting of the
Christian Endeavor societies Easter
was a beautiful and impressive ser-
vice. The meeting was held in the
Christian church, and notwithstand-
leg the early hour of service the large
auditorium was about three-fourths
tilled. Sunday was indeed an 11841
Easter morning. The sun rose bright
and clear and all creation gave evi-
dence of the newness of life. Every
breath of air IMP ladened with the
sweet Incense of spring. '1",.e meet-
ing opened with a grand prelude by
the large pipe organ. The congrega-
tion then united in a beautiful re-
sponsive service, furnished by the
United Society at Batton. The meet-
ing was led by Rev. J. W. Mitchell
and was interspersed with prayer
and singing, including an anthem by
the city city choir; the State Chris-
tian Endeavor song, to the air of
"The Old Kentucky Home" and the
consecration song cIopkinsville is to
use at the State convention in Louis-
•ilie next month. Twenty minutes
was also given to individual responses
and many showed their eagernese to
express their renewed love and devo-
tion for the risen Lord and Christ.
Quite a number visiting delegates
(rem a distance, Earlington being
prominent, added very greatly to the
Interest and enthusiasm. Every one
left with a heart full of praise and
thanksgiving to Him who has con-
quered death and brought life and
immortality to the soul.
Bseklen's Sissies Mite.
The Best Salve in the world for
Cute, Brumes, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Totter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect 'attars°.
°ion Or money refunded. Price*
tents per box. For Sale by B.. C.
Hardwick, Ky,
School Trustees.
The annual election of two Trustees
for the Hopkinsville Public School
will take place on aturday, the 4th
day of May. The terms of Messrs. J.
D. Russell and R. H, DeTreville will
expire at that time.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Poirrilli
Most Perfect Make.
H. B. Wilson, of Logan county, is
candidate (or the Legislature,
tr:
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THE FINCNCIAL QUESTION.
The campaign on the financial
queetion is grew lug very warm in Il-
linois. President Cleveland's recent
letter has stirred up the friends of a
bi metallic standard, as well as the
agitators of the elereme silver policy
of monometallism—which Is as bad
as the craze for gold monometallism.
The prominest business men of Chi-
cago favor a bi.metaillc standard but
do not stickle for a ration of 16 to I,
being willing to have a ratio that le
high enough to insure an equality of
value between the two metals.
Many editors frankly say that Mr
Cleveland leans too fax towards gold-
bottom, and others say that he is to
be commended for the stand he has
taken. The advocate, of free coinage
of silver indulge In some caustic ex-
pressions as to Cleveland's letter
Mr. Bland, of Missouri, says:
"Mr. Cleveland says the line of
battle is drawn between the friends ot
safe currency and those of silver
monometallism. Mr. Cleveland, un-
fortunately for himself, his party and
his country, from the beginning of hie
Administration drew the line sharp
ly between the friends of bimetallism
and gold monometallism; in doing sr
he has forced upon tte country a
mate of affairs that is intolerable to
the masses of the people. Bimetal-
tem—that is, the free coinage of gold
and silver—always gave the people
sound and safe money, and conse-
quent prosperity. Gold monometal-
lism is a stench in the nostril, of the
plain people. The gold standard may
do for the bondholders amt the ban-
aers but the sufferings of the indus-
trial masses consequent from silver
demonetisation will not be endured
longer without a struggle, the like of
which this country has not 60ED
singe the civil War."
Senator Stewart, of Nevada, law
published an open letter to President
Cleveland, from which the following
is an extract: "Why do you argue
that a return to the coinage of both
metals upon 'terms of exact equality'
was established by Jefferson and
Hamilton and maintained by all pa-
triotic statesmen of every party pre-
vious to the clandestine demonetize
• lion of silver 1873 would debase the
currency and destroy the credit of the
Government? Have you ever com-
pared the prosperity of the country
under your illustrious prede-
cessors, who maintained unrestricted
coinage of both metals, with the mis-
fortune and depression which afflict
the country under your administra-
tion? Did it ever occur to you that
Jefferson and Jackson might be right
end that you might be wrong? Did
you ever consider the possibility of
the radical change that you, Mr
nherman and your associates co-op-
erating with you, term the 'forces of
safe currency,' have made? You
have disregarded not only the teach-
togs of the fathers of the Republic,
but you have reversed the usages and
customs of the civilised world which
existed for thousands of years pre-
vious to 1873. You have destroyed
one-half of the world's metallic mon-
ey and enhanced the value of the
other half, fully 100 per cent. You
have compelled the debtor to surren-
der more than doable the amount of
property to liquidate his debt, that
tee money he borrowed would have
porchaeed at the time he incurred the
obligation. You have increased the
value of gold by refusing the use of
both metals as money, and created a
constant decline of prices until you
have ruined enterprise, deprived la-
bor of employment and produced
universal distress."
WHIT REAL ESTATE;
A Washington dispatch says: "The
decision of the Supreme Court in the
income tax case has plunged the in-
ternal revenue officials into almost
inexplicable mysteries and trouble
and the more the decision is studied
the greater seem to be the difficulties
attending a clear understanding of its
scope. The declaration that rents
and incomes from real estate are ex-
empted has opened up a question very
difficult of solution. The question
has arisen for serious consideration
whether the effect of the decision
is not to include not only rents prop-
er, bat all pronto of whatever char-
acter growing out of rest estate, in-
cluding farm products, timber, coal
and all mine products within the ex-
emption clause, so all real estate, in-
cluding buildings there on, with
whatever is field by law to be • part
of the realty, will be entirely exempt
from tax. Whether losses sustained
through bad rent debts, the amount
of expenses incurred in collecting
rents or repairs on houses are to be
deducted from incomes is also a
mooted question.
"Under the decision rentanare not
to be included in assessing the lacome
tax. Suppose, it is asked, a Wants
income is of a mixed character, that
is. from real and personal property.
The former le exempt. Can he de-
duct the expenses necessary for the
collection of his income from realty
from his income from personal prop-
erty before making a return? The
question is pouting the revenue col-
lectors, and a legal opinion on the
point will probably be sought.
"Another grave question raised by
the decision Is wbether the roadbed,
round house, stations, etc , of rail-
roads are reel estate or personal
property within the meaning of the
law. The laws of several State* are
said to differ on this point, and on
several others of Importance whicb
are involved in the opinion of the
court."
Some of the law officers of the Fed.
eral Government hold that rents from
land not only include such returns
as are ordinarily regarded as rent,
out also royalties upon all mining
properties, coal, gold, silver and iron,
from oil wells, the product of rented
farms and every kind of Weems de-
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remarkable ruling against taxing in-
comes derived from real estate reu-
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LI LTLILSENATORIALICON1EST.
The Louisville Post of Monday af-
ternoon had a pointed and pungent
editorial on the subject of the contest
for United States Smator from Ken-
tucky, showing that John Whallen
and the flackinglistu ring, of Louis
Mile, are orgeuiz el and working in-
dustriously to secure the election of
Jim McCreary to this important po-
eition. The Post says the Bucking-
ham aggregation, as a political force,
IS neld together by the cohesive power
of public plunder, and that it has a
man for every office, and it is always
in search of the office distributor, and
goes on to show why the gong wants
McCreary, anti uses the following
plain language:
"McCreary has served the Buck-
ingham Democracy well, and its or-
gans have praised him in the gates
While Mr. Watterson was declaring
that he would not go around the cor-
ner to get any office for anybody, Mr.
Stealey, with the assistance of Mr
MeCreary,wate distributing loaves and
fishes with the utmost freedom to the
Louisville Courier-Jeurnal contin-
gent and its Buckingham allies.
"Now, this combination is to re-
turn the compliment, and, if possible,
secure the selection of Mr. McCreary
to the Senate. For two years every
member of the Kentucky delegation
in the Fifty-third Congress has been
butchered by the Louisville Courier-
Journal Washington correspondent
to make a holiday for Mr. McCreary.
The credit for all legislation, proposed
or actual, has been given to McCrea
ry. He has been put forward as the
representative of the administration
when the administration was pepu
tar, and as the opponent of the ad-
ministration when it was unpopular
Thus has this newspaper sought to
make a man, but newspaper-made
men do not last long, and they should
keep out of the wet.
"Gov. Brown, only a few brief days
ago, was the ohject ,of similar atten-
tion from the Courier...Lour:oat-Buck-
ingham people, but his patronage has
been exhausted and his star has Pet.
"McCreary has been chosen to beat
Blackburn and Buckner, and his
campaign is largely.ruanaged by Mr.
Jonn Wballen. The morning and
evening editions of the Times are
McCreary's fuglemeu and all the re-
sources if the combination will be
used to make McCreary Senator.
Brown will still be used as a stalking
horse; be will be persuaded that he
is a sure winner, only to keep votes
from Buckner and Blackburn, and he
may be induced to make a canvass of
he State, but the whole movement
is a McCreary :movement pure and
simple.
"The moaning Post desires to make
this situation plain, because efforts
have been made to confutee it, and to
mislead the people of the State.
"The Buckingham Democracy will
ds all in its power to elect McCreary,
and it will be ably seconded by the
Courier Journal newspapers, but no
man in Kentucky is strong enough
to stand up under such support."
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lit, the small manufacturer 10 per I
emit, and the wealthy capitalist 25 1
per cent. Denmark exam is it c ones
et less than e :15 a year, and on the
others the rate is about 3 per cent.
Sweden and Norway exempt $125,
tend put a tax of from three fourths
of 1 per cent to 1,4 on higher incomes.
REMARKABLE ARRA.SGEMENT.
The exceedingly troublesome ques-
tion of prohibition was settled by the
Iowa Legislature twelve months ago
according to a very ingenious theory
In deference to the sentiment in favor
of prohibition, the law forbidding the
sale of liquor was left in force, and
another law was passed which au
tborized the authorities of cities and
towns where a majority of the voters
so petitioned to impose a tax of 000
and upwards upon saloons, the pay-
ment of which should act as a bar to
prosecution under the prohibitory
law, Thus the matter was so ar-
ranged that in communities where
the preponderance of sentiment was
in favor of saloons, they could be al-
lowed, while in communities where
they were not desired they cou:d be
prevented. In other words, the
local option system was established
by an indirect method, atid the peo-
ple of the different cities and towns
were left practically free to decide
the question of the liquor traffic for
themselves. The expedient was
mien to criticism on account of ap-
parent double dealing, as well as be-
cause of certain legal peculiarities
which had never before been known
in legislation; and steps were taken
to test it in the courts. Contrary to
general expectation among the law-
yers, the Supreme Court of the State
has rendered a decision sustaining
this novel plan of adjusting a difficu It
matter. Five of the six Judges hold
that the mulct law, as it is called, lit
constitutional from every point of
view and that the Legislature bad a
perfect right to delegate to the people
of each community the power to per-
mit or forbid the sale of liquors. The
prohibitory law stands, therefore, for
the benefit of localities where saloons
are not wanted, and, on the other
hand, the mulct law enables those
localities which want saloons to have
them. 1 his looks inconsistent, but
the Supreme Court says it is not, and
theft settles it. There is one law
which strictly prohibits the !Omer
traffic in the whole State. and another
which says that the traffic may exist
in such parts of the State as desire it,
and that a tax may be imposed upon
it in tbe usture of a penalty for the
violation of the prohibitory statute;
but the highest judicial tribunal of
the State says there is nothing wrong
in au arrangement, and so the
controversy is ended.
THE INCOME TAX IN EUROPE.
Taxation of Incomes furnishes an
Important part of the receipts of many
European Governments. England,
Austria, Italy, Sivezerland, Holland,
Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and
most of the countries composing the
German Empire obtain revenue from
Ibis source. The tax in Great Brit-
ain was levied in 1799, during the
Premiership of William Pitt, and
was liecessitated by the great expen-
ditures of the Government during the
ware stirred up by Napoleou Bona-
parte. In 1816, about twelve months
after the battle of Waterloo, the in-
come tax was disc ontinued. In 1842,
during the able administration of Sir
Robert Peel, the income tax was
again reimposed, and it has remain-
ed on the British Statute books ever
since. Under the law of 1799 all in-
comes under $300 per year were ex-
empt, and on those of that amount
and over the tax was small up to $350
and upward, and 10 per cent on $1,000
and upward. The rates were chang-
ed several times. In recent years the
tax has been levied on incomes of
$750 and over, and has averaged a lit-
tle less than 3 per cent. The income
tat fleide $66,000,000 C felt td °rest
brains.
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TIIE PRESIDENT RIGHT.
The feet that President Cleveland
is appointiug to c ince some of those
whose nominations failed to receive
the consideration of the United States
Senate before Coogrees slimmed, le
being adversely commented on by
some of the member') of the Senate.
They hold that the failure of the
Senate to act on a nomination is sub-
stantial notice that the senate be-
lieves it ought not to be made. They
claim that, such action on the part of
the President is in derogation of the
rights of the Senate, and they claim
that it will provoke a lively contro-
versy when that body meets again
and these nem s are sent in the sec-
ond time for consideration. TLi ar-
gumeut of the disgruuted Senators is
• weak one. Nominations are not
acted upon sometimes because tbe
Senate gets into a big rush of busi-
ness near the close of the session.
Besides this, the Piesident has the
right to demand of the Senate that
there ehail be effirmative or negative
action on his appointments, as it is
only in this way that the real judg-
ment of the Senate eau be secured.
Non-action may represent only the
attitude of a committee toward a
nomination. It has been the case
that one Senator even, by an earnest
presentation of a personal question
ot a committee composed of his per-
sonal friends, has occassionally been
known to balance his single iefluence
against that of the President of these
United States, and, in the end, win
the day without ever the Senate as a
body being called into consultation
at all. The President's course will
meet with the approval of all fair-
minded men.
The following is an example of the
operation of the income tax law since
the very reprehensible action of the
Supreme Court in exempting rents
derived from real estate from taxa-
tiok An income return made to an
ineirnal revenue collector in New
York City by a rich man sets forth
his income from real estate, $73,000;
income from government bonds, $22,
600; income from Chicago city bonds,
$12,000; income from other source,',
$5,600. This man received as an in-
come from January 1 to December 31,
1894, $112,100. On that income he is
assessed $32, or 2 per cent on $1,600,
that being the only portion of his
wealth subject to the tax. The man
who gets a selary of $10,000 a year
and has nothing else is obliged to pay
almost twice as much income tax as
the millionaire, whose money is care-
fully invested.
This has been a disastrous year for
the woman suffragists. The New
York Constitutional Couvent;on
started their diecomforture by refus-
ing to strike out the word "male"
from the qualification of voters;
then Kansas refused to abolish the
obstruction; then South Dakota;
then New Hampshire, and, worst of
all, Massachusetts, where women
talk about Emerson and discuss the
Greek Chorus. B it, after all, when
they are in easy reach bloomers and
the bicycle, what uo the ladles want
with the ballot?
8100 Reward:MM.
The reader of this paper will be
pleased to learn that their is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure is all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-
ing a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act-
ing directly on the blood and mucus
surfaces of the system, thereby de-
stroying the foundation of the disease
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as-
sisting nature in ping its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative power., that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of teen-
monist,. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO , Props, To-
ledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75e. 2
Resolutions of Respect.
At a called meeting of Evergreen
Lodge No. 38, K. of P., held April 14,
lei, the following resolutions were
adopted:
Whereas, the Supreme Chancellor
Commander of the Universe has call-
ed to the Castle Hall on High our be-
loved brother Knight, James T. Wale
lace,for a final test of his spirit, there-
fore be it
ItesoLvelo That the fraternal rela-
tions long held by our deceased broth-
er with the members of this Lodge
make it proper that we rhould place
on record our appreciation of his ser-
vices as a member of our order; one
who was ever alive in furthering the
best interests of true Pythiatil.m.
Resoevnii: That while we bow with
'ouruble submission to the will of
God, weldon't the less wrourn for the
untimely death of the noble young
brother who has been cut down in
the morning of a useful career.
Resoimee: That while James T.
Wallace will meet with Us no more
on earth, we will keep his memory
green in our hearts and try to emu-
late his example as a true and worthy
Knight.
.11msooveu: That as a token of our
sorrow we wear the Pythiaa badge of
mourning for thirty days.
ItEsoLveot That le copy of these
resolutions be spread upon the min-
utes of this Lodge, a copy to be sent
to the nearest relatives of the deceas-
ed brother, and also furnished to the
city papers for publication.
H. H. Atizemerifv,
Signed CHAS. M. MEACHAM,
G. H. CHAMPLIN.
!SEW DISCOVERY.
Among the many discoveries of
the present age, none rank higher
than the new metal 'reverent, which
owing to its great durability and
cheapness is bound to take the place
of silver In the manufacture [of flue
tableware.
Slivereen is a beautiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, anti all goods
made horn it are warranted.
We want every one to have a
ohmic° to compare eilvereen with)
• so for the next sixty days we
aregoing to give away one half dozen
Crown Silver Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terry's Silvereen sets, contain-
ing six Tea Spoons, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereen ;goode do not prove
satisfactory, return them and your
money will be refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Spoons.
Price of Silvereen set, $2 00.
THE TOLEDO SILVER Co.,
TOLNDO, 0wly
441114-4---
A it Attietlemi
M. it. Motor his buht lb
Amor limit ME kit
Willi AIM% IIHti Has tileiiett the
WM lit his pate:
This milli thstaticei sielit feet itut
lit lIii *1414. Ii Y0 f0cit9IHH,
its Psoimm 114 AWN Tahhfil-
see, Gul helot. Ito WWI 0411114red he
carried off a number of pigs and
lambs, and finally he carried off and
devoured an eighteen-mouth-old
child. He is a beautiful, grand look-
ing bird, and is stronger than any or-
dinary man.
'
In the body of an adult person there are "In view cf t he benefit I have had from
about 18 pounds of blood. Hood's Sarsapartile I wish to give the fol-
The blood has as its most important ele- lowing testimonial. I have several times
been badly
Poisoned With Creeping Ivy.
As the ohi school of medicine simply tried
to remove the symptoms instead of thediminished and the white ones increased po w
the blood is impure, thin, lacking in the 
sources of them, much of the ison as
nutrition necessary to sustain the health 
left in my system to appear in an itching
and nerve strength of the body.
humor on my body with every violent ex-
Then That Tired Feeling, Nervousness, 
ertion in warm weather. At all times there
s
Scrofula, Salt Rheum, or others of the long 
were more or less indication of poison in
my blood, up to a year ago last winter, when
train of Me, according to the temperament
and disposition, attack the victim. Large Sores Broke Out
The only permanent remedy is found In on my body. I then purchased a bottle of
• reliable blood medicine like flood's Hood's Sarsaparilla, and after using that
and a half of another bottle, the sores andSarsaparilla, which sets upon the red cor-
puscies, enriching them and increasing
their number. It thus restores the vital
fluid to healthy condition, expels all im-
purity, cures Nervousness, That Tired Feel-
ing, Scrofula and all other diseases arising
from or promoted by low state of the blood.
That them statements are true we prove
not by our own statements, but by what
thousands of perfectly reliable people say
about flood's Sarsaparilla. Read the testi-
humor disappeared. I attended the Christ-
ian Endeavor Convention in Montreal and
also visited the World's Fair in the hottest
weather of the summer. Was on the go all
the time, but
Had No Recurrence
of the burning and itching sensation
which had marred every previous sum-
mer's outing. I have reason, therefore,
to be enthuolastic in my praises of flood's
monied in the next column from a beloved Sarsaparilla." SAMVEL S. SemeaLL, pas-
clergyman. Then take 1 tor of Free Baptist Churcb, Apalschin, N. Y.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
The Blood Purifier and True Nerve Tonic.
G. A. R.
ich Red Blood
manta, small round corpuscles, red and
white, in proportion of about 300 red to 1
white one.
If the number of red corpuscles becomes
a grand
the old
soldiers, and the occasion was highly
entertaining to an audience that al-
most filled every seat In the Tsber•
uacle. The receptiou was omitted by
a prayer from Rim D. F. Kerr, of
Bowilug Green, who is the Chaplain
for the Department of Kentucky.
After the prayer, came an address by
Mayor Dabney. This was the first
public address that Mr. Dabney over
made, but those who heard it would
never have thought so, as be was
calm and collected, and one would
have taken him for an old baud •t
addressing public, bodies. The
addressee was short, but well put,
and short addresses are just what
the public wants on such occasions—
so that a large number of speakers
can be heard. After the Mayor, came
the reopens. of Capt. D. O'ftiley, the
very popular Commander of the De-
partment of Kentueky. 14e thanked
the Oita Mt the Molentfie littlitided
IRMO the Mewl IHHelide ot
OM It gees Witt lieu Me
stihke id Ike NH110111'114 Hi Hilf Iti
iit14 IkeIiiHti ieelHs Hi Ike Ohl
iii111411 itif INN
MSc. 111WW11
eace ithAthor RI Ito VifiNfe
iho Sow *04 ROM bee
Is loud In his praise 01 iispkiheville,
and says that he will uot forget the
town to his dying day. And like ev•
ery visitor to whom we talked he was
struck with the magnificent proper-
Vona of Hotel Latham, the beautiful
Speaking for the people of Hop-
kineville, the NEW ERA extetcled
a hearty welcome to the visitors
in our midst. These men who
wore the blue were thrice welcome to
our city, and in this welcome we we: e
heartily j wined by the men who wore
the gray. Thirty odd years ago the
blue and the gray met in deadly con-
ffct, but time has wrought many
changes, and these men who wore
these colors then meet now as friends,
as the sons of a common country,
having a common interest in main-
taining that country's honor, and
each equally as ready as the other to
defend her against any enemy that
might arise.
1 he city woe in holiday attire, and
never in its history showed if to bet-
ter advantage than it did Tuesday.
All the business houses are decorat-
ed, as also were the residences along
the line of march and in many other
portions of the city. Oa every hand,
in every directiouthe stars and stripes
met the eye. It has, doubtless, been
long time since these men who
wore the blue have seen so many
stars and stripes at one time. The
decorations at many of the houses
were very beautiful, especially at the
magnificent Hotel Latb•m, where
the I visiting delegates had tneir
headquarters.
The number of strangers in the city
was variously estimated at from 700to
1,000. A nurubei of these came in yeti
terday morning on the different
trains, but the great bulk of them ar-
rived at 5 o'clock Monday afternoon
on a special train from Louisville,
which brought all the officers, State
and national, the Louisville delega-
tion, the relief corps, and delegations
from some points beyond Louisville
as well as from this side of that city
rite Louisville delegation brought
.wo bands with itm or at least a band
and a drum corps. The special train
Was met at the depot by the re cep
tion committee and Ward's band.
The officers and the relief corps,
which consists of nine Louisville la-
dies, were shown to carriages, and
those on foot fell into line, headed by
Ward's band, and marched down
Ninth street to Main and through
Sixth to Hotel Latham, where head-
quarters had been selected for them
by the committee.
At 10 o'clock Tuesday morning the
line of march was formed un-
der the direction of Mr
Polk Cancer, the oft Cer of the day,
and his staff. Tne line of march was
through many of the principal streets
of the city. Thcusauda of people
viewed the long column as it passed
on, and many a soul was thrilled by
tne martial music discoursed by the
several bands. I i the lo g column
were the police force, national and
State commanders and their staff-,
city officers, Confederate veterans,
local G A. R. pests, relief corp.,
State Guards, South Kentucky Col-
lege cadets, fire company. G. A. R.,
mteraua deo. &c.
VISITORS.
2Ameng the distinguished visitors
in our midst was Gen. Thos. GeLaw-
ler, of Reckfordellie who is the nat-
ional commander-in chief of the G
A. It. Gen. Lawler has with
him only two members of his person-
al staff, Adj.-Gen. C. C. June., of
Rockford, Ill., and Gen. S. It iper,
chief of transportation. Clan. Lswiera'
State staff is composed of J. G. Ruck
etuhl, Henry S. Cone, M. Minton,
Americus W heedou, Andrew Cowan,
K. M. Kelly, P. W. Hager, all of
Louisville, and Andrew Offut, Leban-
on, J. Walsh, Maysville, Jae. M
Williamson, Paducah, W. B. Redy,
Tom pk in ay ille.
Capt, D. O'Ri ley, the Commando
of the Department of Kentucky, we.s
accompanied by his entire staff,
which was composed of the following
gentlemen: J. W. Hammond, Louie-
Mile, senior vice commander; D. F.
Kerr, Bowling Green, chaplain; Geo.
W. Saunders, May field, historian; B.
F. Porter, Louisville, medical direc-
tor; P. S. Bruner, Leitchfield, assist-
ant adjutant general; It. C. Hazelip,
Leitchfield, assistant quartermaster
general: G W. Pell, L iuisville, in-
spector general; S onset, McKee,
Louisville, Judge advocate general ;
J. W. Blashani, Hodgenville, chief
mustering officer; James O'Donnell,
Louisville, senior aid-dc-camp.
At 1:30 o'clock Tuesday afternoon
the delegates to the encampment
held a business meeting at the opera
house, but only routlee business of
no interest to the public was trawl-
acted. The business seeilion did not
end until nearly night. -
After supper there was
public reception tendered
-
•
-
furniture, and the manner in which
It is being managed by Mr. Hodges,
that prince among hotel managers
Wnen Commander Oltiley bad com-
pleted his address there were several
musical selections rendered; afmr
which there was an exceedingly ap-
propriate address by Morelli Laster,
of It ickford. lilineie, the com-
mander-la-chief, He spoke of the
origin of the order, the purposes of it
what it has done and will do, and its
growth and &c., ekti. His address
was a good one and was well received.
The has to attend every
Sate encampment in the forty-four
States and the Territories of this
country, and he says that this is one
of the most pleasant encampments
that he has been so fortunate as to
attend He says that he never saw
people work together to entertain
Manors better than they do In Hop-
kinevi.le. He says that he
will always remember this
occasion with much pleasure,
that lie hopes that this may not be
his last visit to this part of Kentucky.
And when he took leave of the audi-
ence that night in order to catch ti e
Northbound express, he returned
thanks for the hospitality shown tem
and his staff, and closed his remarks
by inviting everybody to go to Louis-
ville and meet the Grand Army et
the Republic at its national encamp-
ment in that city next fall.
Col. Geo. Roper, of Gen Lewier's
pemonal stiff, sang two songs, and
was listened to with pleasure by the
large audience. After these
songs came an address by
lien. E. H. Hobson, of
Greensburg, Ky. The General's ad-
dress Was quite a good one. He con-
gratulated toe country on the fact
that Confederate and Federal veter-
ans could now meet as friends, and
Melillo of hatred bad so far died out
that each could see and Was ready to
speak in terms of praise of the deeds
of the other; that each could recog-
nize in his former enemy a man who
wee actuated by pure and honest
tuotivee• D. 13 iwaian also spoke
along this Line, and his opsech Was
highly er j iyed by all pmsent. A
call was made for Capt. Cunningham,
of Hendemou, to deliver an address
in behalf of the Confederate vetrane,
hut on account of circumstances over
which he had no control, he could not
be present. Dr. Wheeler was then
called for but failed to respond, if he
was ih the house. The master of
ceremonies, Mej Crumbaugh, then
called on Mr. Hunter Wood, a mem-
ber of Ned Merriwether Bivouac, who
went forward to the platform and
spoke for about ten minutes,—wel-
coming the G. A. R. vmerane in the
name of the soldiers who wore the
gray.
After these addressee short talks
were made by Capt. Ed Farley, of
Paducah, who was at one time Col-
lector t i Internal Revenue for this
district ; Mr. Pat Rush, Cwt. M. Mm-
Lou, of Louisville; Col Kelly, of the
Louisville Commercial, and Mr. J.
W. Hammond, of Louisville, who is
the Senior Vice Commander for the
Department of Kentucky.
Col. Sam McKee, the well-known
Louisville lawyer, delivered one tit
the very best addresses of the entire
evening.
There a number of charming musi-
cal selections rendered. The young
tallies of It elm! Fernsle College sung
"The Old Kentucky Home," that
song that never fails to thrill the
heart of every Kentuckian, no matter
when or where it may be sung. They
were so loudly encored that they re-
sponded by singing the greatest of
all song's ever composed by mortal
man, "Dixie." When they began, the
applause was aineist de Mei:ring, and
every old Confederate soldier present
kept time to the music with his foot
When one hears "Dixie" he ceases to
wonder how it was that the gallant
boys in grny marched to the front in
battle with so much bravery. Tuat
time is full of inspiration.
The delegates met this meriting
for a business session, but the only
thing in which the public is interest-
ed is the election of a DepOrtment
Commander, and. as we predicted,
Col. it M. Kelly, of Louisville was
elected to the offl es, receiving 04
votes to 76 for J. W. Hammond.
The election of Col. Kelly was a
great victory for himself as well as
for his friends, as, Hammond, the
Colonel's opponent, arrived in this
city Monday afternoon with enough
pledged votes to elect li'm, but when
the situation was expliane I, when It
Was shown to the delegates of this
city and counte, and all Kentucky,
in fact, wanted a representative Ken
tuckian to be at the head of ittairs
suit to meet and entertain the Romeo
ands upon thousands of delegates and
visitors who will attend the national
encampment in Louisville in the fall,
they voted for Col. Kelly, at least a
large number of them did. The
Hammoud men were very sore over
their defeat yesterday eveolug, but if
they could see the other side, if they
could look through the glasses of our
very able and effieleu t county attor-
ney, they would be glad that the
banner of their chief hail trailed in
the dust of defeat, but they do not
see the failings, the shortcomings of
their eomradee in arms. We are
glad of it, but being down town and
mingling with people we cannot be
deceived, and we know that num-
bers of local G. A. K. men would have
Col. Kelly overboard in the race if
they had not feared the result.
The first thing done at the session
held Wednesday afternoonlwas the
election of a Senior Vice-President,
and for this office Col. E. F. Motley,
of Bowling Green, was chosen with-
out opposition from an, source. Mr
M. 14 WHIM' a Ottfitittletil
ethlkiiii it IMO lithe a bf
this hhohly, *re eletitsti Olt Visa_
leff: ohly
itis him WIN ilh4la
Atitiocush, hilitisti 4
Ifissitoll•h& whit we. 1451 I
lit Ikeeifilo be was
IPS VQ;eit he 111111 willing In serve
if chosen, and the fellure to be Mumma
is nut hurting him oue elitists bit.
The tellies takes time and money,
both of which Judge Anderson as-
sures as that he is short ef, James
Allensworth, Chlst Ian cuuuty's
t.:x;o:o7.7- ejTtatePr
-nratrienVIETeurtu......
oner, was eleci ad Chaplain of the De.
partment of Kentucky. Dr. Porter,
the colored phyeician from Louis
ville, who was the Medical Director
fast year, was elected to fill the ffice
again. The two men last named,
though colored, have gained consid-
erable prominence abroad, and they
had no opposition until they came
here, and they overcame this yenta -
day afternoon.
There were seven gentlemen elected
as delegates to the national encamp-
ment whic'h is to meet in L .uisville
next fall. The seven delegates are:
Capt. E I Farley, Paducah, E F.
Tucker, of Greeueburg, E J. James,
of Moigsutowri, Butler county, Ky.,
Chas Soler, Newpert, Cob Sam Mc-
Kee, the famous Uulteel States Court
attorney at Louisville, A. J. Tharp,
of Winston, Esiel'e county, and John
Fowler of Leuleville, Ky.
After the election of delegates there
was another election held to lid the
"Council of Administration," whisks
has charge of all matters pertaining
to the Department of Kouttecky, the
date of the next, the mrteemb, an-
nual eucanuptuent. The "Council of
edtuluistratioo is now composed of
E. F. Tueker,Greensburg,Pst Rush, a
very clever Irishman whom wit never
ails to create a laugh, DO matter
'here he may go, Charles S Aar, of
'ewport, po. Barn McKee and John
Fowler, ot Louisville, and Dr. Kim
berly, of Oweuaboro.
The last, and one of the motit lm
portaut offfcere voted for, was the
President of "The Relief Corps," and
to this (Mee Mrs. N. H. Rose, who
has long keen prominent in the work
signified by the name of tbe order,
was unanimously elected. She will
flit the film well, becomes of her
past t xperience and her devotion to
the cause.
TREATY OF PEACE
Japan Retains the Places She
Captured
And all tho Territory East of
the Liao.
IDecleJ to the :gear EAL
London, April 17 —A dispatch to
the Times from Shanghai says that
Li Hung Chanted son-in-law tele-
graphs that a peace convention was
signed at Shinuoeeski Monday by the
plenipotentiaries of China and Japan
The following are the terms of the
convention; •
1 The independence of Korea.
2. That Japan retains the places
she has cot q tiered.
3. at Japan shell also retain the
ter east of the Fiao River.
• the I 'land of Formosa be
rmauently to Japan.
payment of an indemnity of$ioo,00emoo
6 An offensive and defensive alli
once.
Dr. Price's cream Baking. Powder
%rat Perfect Mae*.
GEMS FROM JEFFERSON.
Is uniformity of opinion desirable?
N more than of face and stature.
The execution of the laws is more
Important than the:making them.
I have but one system of ethics fur
man and for nation—to be falthful to
all engagements under all circum
stances.
Corruption of morals in the E016611
of cultivators is a phenomenon of
which no age nor nation has ever fur-
nished en example.
A representative government made
reeponsible at short periods of elec-
tion produces the greatest sum of
happiness to mankind.
I think, myself, that we have more
machinery of government than is
necessary, too many parasites living
on the labor of the industrious.
The cement of this Union is in the
heart blood of every American. I do
not believe there is on earth • gov-
ernment established on so immovable
a basis.
Educate and inform the whole
mass of the people. Enable them to
see that it is their interest to preserve
pesee and order, and they will pre-
serve them.
It should be remembered, as an axiom
of eternal truth in politics, that what
ever power in any government is in-
dependent is absolute also—iu theory
only at first while the spirit of the
people is up, but in practice as fast as
that relaxes —Thomas Jefferson.
KNOWLEDGE
Brfngo comfort and improvement end
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used.. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best producte to
the needs of physical being, will attest;
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Sp up of Figs.
Its excelle nee is due to its presenting
in the form most receptable and pleas
ant to the taste, the ref ree:oing and truly
beueScial pmfierties of a perfect lax-
ative; effecteally clf.mnsing the system,
dispelling cx.:ds, headaches rind fevers
?ind permanently curieg constipation.
It has given satiaftectien to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
osofemion, became it seta on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without ee ak-
ening them and it is oerf '(thy free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, wives name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed, you will not
accept any substitute if Mitered.
Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
der by the occasional use of
Tutt's Liver Pills. They reg-
ulate the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
For sick headache, malaria, bil-
iousness, constipation and kin-
dred diseases, an absolute cure
TUT1''S Liver PILLS
••••• 410•••
CLINS 'I t7t14104tii
r  
Rimiunstng 104,00,4iik,7
B 
Vc:IT „V
much silPrliig It is the bestream ,e fof
rbline of !he Drool kaoline see worm 00
WOO tar that alone
Was. U naswirrsa.
Montgomery, Ala.
Sent by Repress or en•11, OS retyupt of pries,
1160 per I,.,tile 5.44 MI Druggist*.
Book " T,. ii..t 1.•re " free.
Illtattel 1.1 1, %Tog Co.. /PriAirta, OA
0110.2.7:-20011000,74
ITCHING SKIN
DISEASES
Are
Instantly
Relieved
And
' Speedily
Cured
By
Cuticura Remedies
A warm bath with CUTICURA
SOAP, and a single application of
CUTICURA, the great skin cure,
will afford instant relief, permit rest
and sleep, and point to a speedy,
economical, and permanent cure of
the most distressing of itching, burn-
ing, bleeding, scaly, and crusted skin
and scalp diseases, after physicians,
hospitals, and all other methods fail.
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS, and
its cures of torturing, disfiguring,
humiliating humors are the most
wonderful ever recorded in this or
any age.
COTO:MA REMIDIZI Ire so& throughout the world.
Price, Ctmcres, sec . SOAP, tyc.: Rawl net, $1.
Forrest Daro a Cu.,,. Co.,.. So...e Props., Roston.
"All about Use blood, Skin, Scalp, and Ham," trees
PIMPLEC, blackheads, red and oily Asa pro-longed and cured by CL-ricvsA SOAP.
MUSCULAR STRAINS, PAINS
and weakliest, back acne., weak kidney.
rises...tie- and chew pat= reLseyed
one minute by the Cutts-are Aata
Pala Planer.
INIMMEIMM
The Rugged Child
is largely an
-
outdoor"
product.
Fresh air
and exercise
usually pro-
duce sound
appetite and
sound sleep.
Sickly chil-
dren obtain
great benefit from
Scott's Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Ilypo-
phosphites, a fat-food rapid
of assimilation and almost
as palatable as milk.
firntt 4 Ftnetne. Mt droge..ta,
ter
3 ilia /0 
ESEhED BY oiU,'.SYNDICAIL IS
&EVEN UOIIINS. c,p1tal
at may be runitiy_.exl by our spe..t: h. mg 5)a-
0, tem. Vie are ex per: judges of th.. tuarket
othi sucressful operators. Book srlt :. full
in ft ,rt na. too and tNshnontals of our many 00
matted tree. W. A. MADER it
CO ;$4.1 momeseci Skip., CHICAGO, it.L.
$$$$$$$$Asssso
EL.A.C1=11
WE PLACE ON SALE. ON
Monday, April 22d,
Over 100 Dozen Ladies'
and Misses'
STRAW . . HATS!
LotNo.1, lc Eeach
LotNo.2, 5cts 6 6
a2H-These hats are old styles, and we want to get thtm
out of the way, and will offer them at this wonderful price
until so'd. Sale commences Monday mornin April 22d.
IRJ.A.CKMT
(Incorporated).
JEREMIAH H. KUGLER, Manager.
illiGilEs; "Old Relille" 
TONIC. Cures ChillsDruggists Rave It.
SO CENT a oo Bormss.
THE
Penn Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Desires to engage an ener-
$ $$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ SSS getic, reliable business man
as Agent for the Chattanoo-
ga district. Address
J. W. IBEDELL, Jr.,
Goners' Manager,
CINCINNATI, 0
NECEIVEla
Display
FRIDAY, APRIL 12,
we will show the handsomest line of Neck-
wear ever show,n in the town. About
500 Styles and Patterns. All lovers of
neckwear are cordia ly invited to call.
ONE bAY ONLY.
MAMMOTH Clothing & Shoe a
ow Spring Goods.
We have opened for inspection
our complete assortment of Spring
(lords. Never before have we been
aro to offer so many inducements in
either style, variety or price.
Bran New Patterns 
that cannot be found in other heuse
in the city. Don't wait for the spring
rush. See our goods and get prices.
Carpets--
Reliable makes. Only those makes
whileh we guarantee are allowed in
our stock. Any pattern yi u select
will be first-class.
We open the spring trade with a
superb stock of first-class dress m ode
tritnminga, etc., at prices that are
lower than ever before. Goods cheer-
fully shown.
Ci M. LAT_ A
t?T`i27iVTh1vvvv-vvNKvs7riyvvvsyv\-67c(vu:int 
E„ INVITE,THE ATTEN-TION OF
moTHERS-i I, Hi 11  •t.
wx-c. 11.3cf
We have the prettiest line of them ever
shown in Hopkinsville. Everything that is
New, Novel and Serviceable
Can Be Found in Our Stock.
JUNIORS 3 to 7 lit: 1 trim tn ql and bria l1,50 to 55,00
gtglaild AO to Woo:
tipp ptA1100:tot it STAR wAINT 141 q)'
It
XOX& BOUL WARE.
Z4 4r& A.41kirufauftitlitastiAaAk.A.L.
- emeomMereneMlememme'.
*a.
401
-----
Club Rat s.
We will furnish the Weekly Now(
Etta and any of the publication
It:tamed below at prices indicated:iuinercial liasette.. Daily lemitiville Poet. Da.ruoel*at Chicago News $4. 1,0.11V Twice a Week Republic 
Courier-Journal  CincinnatiEnqu ire rCentury Magazine
$t.N .
rirWN Home Journal-
ribner'or Magazineiok Buyer .Harper's Magazine. Harper's Weekly 
Harper's Baser. Harper's Toting People 
Home Magnzine,
IC•utucky Methodist 
irMII4tt lc Mairsalue Rod, thin smi KennelHome abli Farm
 4.
S.'
ot4.
1
1
5,
 17
 1.
Frillay, April 19, 1395.
trme QUV ocittg.
Mr. and Mr. Jai cbus arrived in
the city this morning.
Moe Cateliti Celeman. of• Herndoo,
visited the city Tuesday.
NIre. J Ono Gaines, of lefootgernery,
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Nekou
D. Gres U.
Mre. Lucien Cayce. of the Ben
nettstowu neighborhood, wee in the
city this week.
M re. Wee', and daughter, Mr. Tor-
ten, of Sloklug Folk, were here shop
ping this week.
Misses Sutler M •C'emele and Cecil
Holloway were among the visitors to
the city this week.
Cerulean Springs.
Mr. Themes 0. Turner has pur-
chased Mr. J. W. eltith's stock of
*rec-riee, &t., at Cerulean Springs
He will continue the tusintes at tie
old mace.
A Purchase.
84•. C. B V rt.U, lose purelaased the
property owned uy Mr Joo. A. Twy•
mat.', on the touth ride of South
Main street. Mr. Webb paid $10,0(.0
fcr this preperty.
VOU
Will never regret sending three 2 cent
Metope In pay porttrige, to A P.
0,t1Wity & Cu., Hosetob, Mass., tor a
Popp * I be ,Keufstistan t•Irpst Medias,
Wok leo pipe' Peeled 1111104 fill oho
at arm value In every forillr.
lereallemeimomm
ImPrOlitlar•
M. 0, w tow.•, • w•ii.knovil
Dills., of am urbioke neighbor--
hood, veto has been sick for mule
Time, ie said to be improving, and it
Is thought that tie will soon be able
to be out again.
Princeton.
The school ceusus just taken at
Princeton shows that there are 535
chouren of the etehool age in that
town. Of these e.57 are male, and 268
le-male. This is an increi as of over
103e per cent rivet last year.
A Shaft.
The Pennsylvania Oil Company
will, in the very near future, Milk a
shaft en the farm of Mr. Al Elein,
SO' ut 8 tulles East of this city. The
company is of the opinion that •
lore« gaudily of oil and coal can be
Struck.
Mr. E looms Heir, tee cashier sr!
the Perub tote D. peen B ns, has re-
cently purchiseed the residence of Mr.
E. J. blurpey, of that town. Mr
Hale is having th.• bouee evsrbau'ed
from top to t ottem. He has also had
It painted, and it is now said to be
one of the handsomest residences lu
Pemuroke.
He ;is Appreciated.
Rev. B M. B lord, formerly of
Lafayette, this counts-, bet now a
Baptist minieter at Priocetoo, has
Just received a it otering call to the
pastorete of a church at Charleston,
Mo. Mr. B igird is a young minister,
only 27 years 41 age, bul. he has by
hard study met with great success in
tie pulpit, cud has become very
widely known.
Died Near Crofton.
Mr J. Webber Davis, a well known
Citizen of the Crofton neighborhood
died Friday afternoon at 1 :ZO
o'cloak at the home of his brotbeo
Mr. L 1. Davis, two miles East o•
Crofton. Mr. David was a member
of the Masonic lodge at Crofton, and
his funeral will be taken charge of
by that order. The funeral will oc-
cur at 11 o'clock tomorrow, and the
Interment will be at the Terry bury-
ing ground, eight miles West of
Crofton. Mr. Davis' death was due
to consumption. He was about 38
years of age.
Hopkinraille TS. Clarksville.
'rhe sparring contest between Dr.
Stanton, cf Clarksville, and Jimmie
Clark, cf this city, Is attracting con-
siderable attention. Both gantlemeo
are training down to * very fine
Writ, and those who are present and
who are devoted to the manly art,
will see a contest that will reach
their inmost soul.
This contest comes cff on Tuesday
the 7th day of May, at Elder's Opera
Howse, at ClarkevIlle.. It is uncle:-
stood that a large crowd of "the
boys" will accompany Jimmy to
Clarksville,: and "hallow" for him
MONEY.
A Uniontown Man Who Has
Money Like to!. Carter
Had Oats.
A few days ago over at Uniontown
Mr. Sylvester P.ke, president of the
Ijoioutown Bank, and one of the lar-
gest real (estate owners in Union
county, made his four eldest children,
two boys and two girl., a present of
$15 000 cash each.
A DEATH.
Jr. G. W. Tribble Died at 4
es, O'clock this Morning After
a Long Illness.
Mr. (1 W. Tribble died at 4 o'clock
Monday at the home of his fatbei
er, Mr. Peter Tribble, who resides on
the Canton pike, about four miles
from tbie city. Mr. Tribble wale
thirty years of age. His death wisal
due to consumption, which waif
brcught on by an attack of grip about
a year ago and from which he never
recovered. Fir the past year his
health him been too bad to permit
him to engage actively he any busi-
nem, but before that be had beep en-
gaged in farming with his father.
Mr. Tribble was a moral, upright,
honorable young man who had the
respect of all wbo knew hinu, and his
death is a source cf deep sorrow to *
large number of friends and relativesi
NOW 
The end of the oil boom has probse
biy been reached. At Pittsburg yea-.
terday afternoon it broke trout $e 61
, to $2.10 and closed at $2.17 amid greet Call on
excitement 011the whangs. L.sou.
sktistaressAvos*silm:420elaiestiftesnaZscsteiSStalw.das=aadesiSeiaiss•
aoome,,oemagamemeamenemememr.
_
THE NEW ERA
$1 A YEAR.
Repairiug neatly reed promptly done
by JEFF :,k!ORRIS.
W. i. Withers A'torney at Lew.
  
Office over Planters lieuk. lyr. I
a:item:dal. she Vont:Aloe ea klupkinsville An earthquake eheek wee felt at
clans matte MdellUS, Conti. It caused the woun
tam n there to reek as it has done half
a dr zen times in the last century.
The annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Whisky Trust is being
held at Peoria. ti reeuhut, in his an
bual report, threatens to melee seu
sat Moll diecicoures.
$3 pants at Fowrightnii, the tailor.
Bridge street, opposite tal&W ERA.
JEFF Nlottois is alweye up with the
steles'. Try him Shop over Homer
& Bellaions.
With a view to m akeig a demand
fir indemnity, I7 ice Sam will In-
vestigate the treetment of American.
In U utreusla.
Don't dispute with a wont an when
she says cur coeds are the only ores
to tot', le,...au-e she knows he
knows what she is talking abour
F. COHEN,
ro-wlf N ,xt to First Nat'l ilauk
Alex Turk, aged twenty-three
years, killed his sweetheart and then
committed suicide in Cleveland
Jealousy is supposed to be the cause
Best eewed half Fele. $1, same tacked
75 cents, at JEFF MORRIS', shop over
Hooser & 13 el lard's.
Now is the time in make yoursta
a little better or. Is it bargains you
are looking lot ? Well, stop right
where you are at the assignment
sale. F. COHEN,
note tt Next to First N sL'l Bank.
Mrs. Jane Harper, widow of one of
the original Harper Brothers, is dead
in New York at the age of eighty-
sisven years.
Warren county Democrats will
hold precinct conventions May 27,h,
and select cardlelatee for the Loelela
tore. Delegates to the Railroad Corn'
mission convention will be named
May 4.h.
Dr. S J. Baker, Specialist. Eye
ear, throat, noise. Leily attendant,
over Wallace's drug store.
Don't argue with a woman when
she says our prices are money savers
Sh• talks like a sensible wouristowleo
Knows what is what. At the aesign•
went sale at F. COHEN'S,
ru wtf Next to First Nat'i Bank.
Tee whisky dealers at Bowling
(Omen are want the City Council
tO rettnee the retail 1140 it license
ffetti IMO to $11 0 The lieshie Was
pill up about a peer an Joel after the
***oral move tiattesol by ibei lif
dam elotteMeirtipa the town,
WAN 14-,--rof Army, able'
bailie'', n01411,1104 mem between am
swot ti ill end 30 years, Good pay,
rations, clothing, and medical mtleud-
ince. Applicants be prepared to
furnish satisfactory evidence as to
age character and habits.
i end be able to speak, read
.nd write Eoglieb.
Apply at corner Third and Maio
streets, Evansville. lad.
Army Worms.
Our correepeudent at Trenton says
that army worms are destroying all
the plant beds in that neighborhood
A Fire.
•
There was a ti -e at Trenton los
night. that did from $1,900 to $1,500
Itatuagrs. Tee blacksmith ehop of
F Gray and the wheelwrigbt chop
,.f J J Raeford were totally destroy-
541,
School Election,
On Saturday May 4:11., the people
of Hupkinevele will be called upon
to elect, to ttustees for the public
school, as the terms of Messrs. J. D
Russell and It. H. De'rreviile will ex-
pire on that date.
Secured a Position.
The many friends of Mr. K. McRae
will be glad to know•that he has se-
cured a position as traveling sales-
man for S. Grabfelder & Co , a large
wholesale whisky house of Louis
• He will travel in Kentucky
sal Tennessee.
Robbed.
Mr. Webb Garth, of Trenton, had
his pocket picked twice Tuesday
morning while he was in this city
Ile first time the enterprising citizen
eecurel: $1 75, and the second time he
got a pocket book that contained no
money but papers that were very
valuable to Mr. 0-rth, though worth
nothing to the man who got them.
Died In New York.
Mrs. T. P. Burke, a sister of Dr. J
D. Clardy, died Sunday at her home
in New York City. Her death re-
sulted from pneumonia. The re-
maine will arrive in this city to-mor-
row, and will be interred at the
family burying ground near Bell's
S.ation.
April 13d is the Date.
On the above date will be presented
he beautiful opera "Pinafore" by
local and Nasn•ille talent. This en-
tertainment is one which has taken
months of steady practice to perfect
and no expense or labor has been
spared to place it on the etage in a
thoroughly artietio. manner. The
price of admission -fifty centre-will
enable all to attend and witness the
beet and most perfect musical and
dramatic entertainment ever present-
ed by non-professionals,
Injunction Suit Filed
Maysville, Ky., April 18-C. B.
Pearce, Cashier of the State Nations,
Bank, has filed suit to et- jell] collec-
tion of the free turnpike tax of 20
cents on the $100 levied last week,
and also to enjoin the turnpike
-enanieeionera from acting on the
ground that the gueetion has never
been eutunitted to a popular vote.
The total levy Is 57ee cents, and
plaintiff claims the court had no
right to exceed 50 cents except to pay
old indebtedness.
An Accommodating Agent.
Oue of the Zu,t acceruumdatine
railroad agents that it has been our
fortune to be thrown with is Mr. J
slat Adams, the popular agent of the
L. st N. in this city. When the Wee
tern Union (Mee is necessarily closed
Mr. Adams and he operators are
kind enough to send any message.
that are actually necessary simply
as a:personal favor, gettinz nothing
out cf it himself. We understand
that there is a movement on foot to
have a night operator for the West-
ern Union in this city. The business
of the city is of suffieient Importance
to juetify the ccometay in putting a
night operator here.
A Prize.
Some months ago the Dry Goods
Economist, published in New York
offered a prize of twenty-five dollars
In cash for best cut ject for an essay
by any dry goods man in the country.
Mr. F:. B. Bassett, of this eity, re-
spouded to this call, and sent a paper
suggesting the "Special Cale" as a
gut ject. Mr. Bassett a day or two
ago received a check for tweutystive
dollars from that paper, and a letter
of congratulation on the fact that be
bad suggested the bee' sueject for
diecusesion. Thia subject wilt be dis-
cussed during the ensuing year.
This is quite an Advertisement :or
Mr. Bassett and shows that he thor-
oughly understands the dry goods
business or else he could not win a
prize over men aged its the business
us Whet& you want ham
0.7^,.•.,e,iz..flOrigitdien40100-2141-a.2104" 
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U. S. Gov't Report
TO
al Baking
Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
ACCO.
S des by Abernathy & Cu, of 58
tattle. of tobacco •
16 hteie. medium leaf, $11 00, 990,
9 70, 9 60, 9 59, 9 10, 9 00, 8 50, 8 te0 8(5)
8 00, 7 50, 7 75 7 50, 7 40, 7 90
18 hhde return in lee?, $ti SO, 661)
59t1 573, 55 500,500,450,450
440, 4 00, 3 9..), 3 9J, 3 80, 3 80, 3 e5, 3 33
3 4i. •
16 hlide lug., $3 85, 3 20, 300, 295,
275.275,260,250,250,250,250,250
240, 2 30, 1 20, 1 40.
Market active and higher on Med
tem tobacco while lugs and low lest
remain at former quotations. Tubs°
co is showing in much better order
and in consequence there is an ad
vauce of from $1 to $1 50 per buudred
on the better grades of tobacco. We'
respectfully solicit your business and
prorate° our close personal attintion
to each hogehead.
Abernathy & Co.
LABRADOR'S COAST.
Barren Shores, Rolling Surge and Many
Serberge Make It Dangerous.
The most northerly lighthouse on the
coast of this continent stands on Belle
Isle, at the head of the straits of that
name, a little northeast of Newfound-
hued. By what freak of taste it was
called Bello isle I cannot say, for even
the old navigators had such a horror of
it that on their charts they marked it
with the figure of a demon.
The moreing the little mail steamer
on which I cruised "down on the Lab-
rador," as the Newfoundlanders say,
plunged and rolled past it through the
surge the rugged mass of rock crouch-
ed there at if ready to seize its prey of
ships and lomat: lives. The surf, un-
heard at our distance, flashed around
its base like a long row of glistening
teeth. A huge iceberg bad drifted in
and lay stranded at one end of the is-
land; far up on the rocks was the light-
house; on a shelf below stood a little
but, with provisions, for shipwrecked
sailors; the gray morning mister made
these look heavy and sodden, and alto-
gether this glimpse of Belle isle was
the most desolate lemma I had over be-
held. Over our bow the barren coast of
Labrador was faintly outlined, and as the
last lighthouse on the continent drop-
Salem by Wheeler, Mins & Co. of 53 pod astern I felt that we were indeed
bhds. of tobacco, April 17th: drawing away from civilization, and
17 bhdp. medium leaf at $8 40, 7 60, this feeling was strengthened when, as
7 30, 7 20, 6 75,5 90, 5 99, 575, 5 75, 570, , we turned our prow northward, we
e5 40, 5 40, 5 40, 5 30, 5 25, 5 10, 5 GO. sighted the vanguard of th seemingly
13 bhds. common leaf at $4 93, 490,iendless procession of huge ioebergs drift-
4 75, 4 30, 4 25, 4 10, 4 00, 3 70, 3 70, 3 40 , lug slowly down in single file from the
mysterious regions of the north.
3 30, 3 30, 3 25 We had met with single bergs along
23 bhds. luge and trash at $3 30, 320, the Newfoundland coast, but off Labra-
3 00, 2 80, 2 30, 2 25, 2 10, 2 10, 200, 200, dor they became a constant and unspeak-
2 ( 0, 1 60, 1 60, 1 ,50, 1 50, 1 50, 150, 1 60, ably grand feature in the seaward
view. I doubt if they can be seen any-
where else except in arctic and antarctic
waters in such numbers, eariety and
grandeur. The branch of the gulf stream
which pushes its way into the Arctic
ocean has sufficient force loft when it is
reflected by the frozen northern bound.
ary of that sea to send SD icy current
down along the Labrador coast. Prac-
tically all the bergs that break loom
from the lee sheathed shores of Green-
land are borne southward by this cur-
rent, One neetilug, when I WO upon
deck, I vomited no less than 1115 huge
titieti, ititittie of WPM Were great *did
Of Mai tilliPte Were !Ironed With
litiniertinil Wilde pasoneowayog soma
feaohnii with oplealiko draw litdh up
Imo lint Sir. All eetilioted with pris,
mann dlovithe misfit the gnu. -Wow
Nubia) in ist. Nicholas,
1 50, 1 50, 1 50, 1 50, 1 50, 1 30.
Market strong and active OD all good
tobacco in good order.
Sales by Haubery & Slayer on April
17,h as follows:
7 MA.. good leaf at $99.3 030, 800,
8 00, 6 90, 6 00, 6 00.
3 hbds. commou leaf at $5 00, 4 SP,
8 91
5 hhde lugs at $350, 280, 250, 250,
n 10, 1 55,
Halos by (frillier West nt 4s blide.
nit Apr1111111611 folinwei
III Wide, good to floe loaf 111 111 75,
11 50, 1100,1100, in 74, 1000.1 IN. Ir fru
0 74, 0 $S, 7711, 7 75,7 00, 7 00, ki 14111 $1.1
lituts medium lea at 17 b0, 7 00,
7 00,,6 80, 6 10, 6 50, 6 90, 5 50
7 libel.. orommovi leaf at $3 9), 4 60,
3 95, 4 40, 5 GO, 4 30, 4 'A
16 hhde. lugs sue trash at $380.200
2 00, 1 40. 2 80, 2 25 810,336,300,425
1 10, 100, 9 60, 180, 170, 190, 1 75.
Market and stronger on medium to
good leaf.
MRS. PRESTON'S WILL,
Judge Lee Holds That She
Was Incapable of Making
One.
Says She Was a Religions Mono-
maniac and was Unduly
Influenced.
pee i u: to LILO v11" 4.
Bedford, Ky., April 18 - The con-
test over the probate of the will of
Mrs. Mary Howard Preston was de-
cided yesterday afternoon by Judge
J. W. Lee, of the County Court.
Judge Lee refused to admit the tests'
meat to probate, holding that the
testatrix was at the time of Its exe-
cution incapable of making a will.
The opinion sustains the contention
of the hear that Mrs. Preston was a
religious monomaniac.
The victory in the Trimble County
Court is an important one for the
contestants of the will of Mre. Pres
ton. The case is one of the most ie-
terestieg f recent litigation. Mrs
Prestoudied ILLouisville at aCatholic
inetituticn, and when the will was
opened it was found that the larger
part of her property was left to the
Catholic Church.
Tree heirs at once Instituted a con-
tact. Mrs. George M Davis, Mrs.
John Mason Brown and the other
relatives who would have come in Ler
a share of the large estate owned by
Mrs. Preston, employed counsel and
objected to the probate of the will
rhe case was taken to Bedford, iu
Nimble county. The Judge ruled
that "elm was Dot of sound mind and
disposing memory; that she was a
religious monomaniac and that the
le eking of a will disposing of her
property to her clhercli wee all done
under the tuolue Influence of her
spiritual adviser, the priest, she be
log a very zealous Room Catholic;
that their will was her will, and that
the proof fully sustains the fact that
Mrs. Mary Howard Preston was not
of rational, self poised and clearly
disposing mind; that she wee a reit
gious upenoreisulao, sod carried out
that delusion in her will."
INDICTED
The Men Charged With the
Hanacher's Murder,
N•111••••••••••••..peproa
4pycint to the New Era.
Barboursville, Ky, April 18 -The
grand jtiry of this ccunty returned an
Jodi emeriti for murder against An-
drew Watson, Frank Cox, Thomas
Davis and Jeer Taylor, charging
them with tee killing of Lem liana-
cher. After a trial for bail the court
refused Taylor ball, but granted bail
•e the others in the sum of 12,000 and
$5,000. Taylor, it is thought by some,
will be convicted to hang, as this is
one of the bloodiest murders that has
occurred in Eastern Kentucky for
some time.
POW
Winnings Included as Incomes
by Breekinridge.
91.ctial to the New Fr'..
Lexington ,Ky., Apr. 18-The Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue has
sustained the Deputy Collector,
Deeba lireckinridgene ruling regard-
ing the payment of income tax on
winnings from races, poker, rou-
lette, etc. The Commissioner says:
"Games from the pool box, etc •
should be included as income for
the year in whiob received, and no
deduction can he allowed for money
lost at gaming."
Appointed Superintendent.
Sj. 140 to the New Era.
Washington, April 18 - The ap-
pointment of W. H. Green as Gener-
al Superintendent of the entire
Southern railway system, end C. H.
Hudson to be Chief Eogineirr, in the
place of Bolton, has been officially
announced by President Spencer. J.
A. Decision has been appointed Gen-
eral Roadmaster, and D. W. Lurn
Superintendent of Bridges and Build-
,' tugs.
rwAsigrInfoEtinenorpinerraytaaaleMewbr eseieye
Bard and BOW Wills,
It Was remarked by a writer long ago
that "there is no revenge so bard and
bitter as that of an old man," and it is
000 of the astonishing perversities of
many natures that the longer they live
the harder they hug their possessions.
The most disinterested affection is pass-
ed over, the most faithful and most val-
uable services are slightly and grudg-
ingly rewarded. This mental and moral
disease notably afflicts the richest. The
Marquis d'Aligre was a singular exam-
ple. His will was coneocted with a spew
fetal desire to disappoint and ipsult his
relatives, friends and servants. To the
first it said: "As for you, my relatives
who have been so long spelling upon
this fortune on which 'I had conoentrete
od all my affections,' you are not going
to touch a penny of it, and not one of
you will be able to boast that you have
squandered the millions which the old
Marquis d'Aligre had taken NO many
years to hoard up."
Sir Robert Bevil, one of JAMAS I's
officials, did not even spare his wife.
"I give unto my wife tenter shillings in
respect she took her Bonne's part against
me and did anymate and comfort him
afterwards. These will not be forgot'
teu." And the Earl of Stafford, who
married the daughter of the Duo do
Grammont, wrote: "To (be worse of
women, Claude Charlotte de Grammont,
unfortunately my wife, guilty as sbe is
of all crimes, I leave five gild forty
brass halfpence, which will buy a pul-
let for her supper. A better gift than
her father can make her. "-Westutiu-
ster Review.
DIvoree In Burma.
Suppose a Burmese husband and wife
quarrel and determine to separate. The
wife, who always does all the market-
ing, goes out anti buys two little can-
dles ef equal length, which are made
especially for this use. She brings them
home. She and her husband sit down
on the floor and light them simultane-
ously. 000 candle stands fur him, the
other for her. The one whose candle
lnleeeti out Orst rises and goes out of the
pause forever, with nothing but what
no or she may have on. The one whose
candle has survived the longest, even
by a second, takes everything. So the
divorce and division of the property, if
you can call that a division, are settled.
-Philadelphia Timm
Nerwd People.
And those who are all tired out and
have that tired feeling or sick head-
ache can be relieved of of all these
symptoms by taking Hood', Sarsa-
parilla, which gives nerve, mental
and bodily strength and tborouhly
purifies the blood' It ;alto creates a
good appetite, egrets indigestion,
heartburn and dyepepsia.
Hocd's Pills are easy to take, easy
sure In effect. 25-.
Jack's Dcral Spree.
'Kiplilig Ong! t t') rtIoly 
a naval officer. "Jack's the most pie
turesque man on lauil or sea, and no
body has written about him as he is.
'If I could do it as well as Kipling.
there is one wiry I know of which is io
good as the 'Reiticaruatioo f Krishue
5.1telvanee. '
"When 1,was assistant engineer oil
the Sun Francisco, there wee a coal
passer teemed 'rum Delergy tinder me.
He had been saving up hie money for a
long time to rut is big splurges when he
was discharged. I think he had about
$000 coining to him.
'Jack is a reyal 'spender,' and his
shipmates all told him that he needn't
go farther than the Bowery to have the
most gorgeous spree.
"Hue Delargy wasn't going to be et
commonplace. He toek time to think it
all one and whenever he got hold of an
American newspaper he ideated it. Tie
way the Tailruad magnates enjoyed life
struck his fancy.
"So when his time was up, and 'Pay
turned over Delargy's eileu to hitn, Ii'-
went and chartered a private car and
rode around the cotutry till his frions7
was pee, Teri, be ealite back and re-
eulisted."-NeW York JournaL
Emotional Literature.
"I suppose you IWO all sorts of people
In the course of a day's run?" said the
observant man to the train boy as he
bought a package of whiteeereem chew-
ing gum.
oyeu bet 1" said the boy, after the
manner of his kiwi. "Look scrost the
way there at that woman ecryin over
'Unluckily Married; or, the Doom of
Mary Jane.' When she conies on the car
this reornin, she were an pretty m
wax figger, all red an white. hence she's
been a-rnaditi that novel she's cried till
tier face is all streaked and **tripod. The.
paint's ran so she looks jest like a
1017." Anti the youth walked on, leav-
ing the observant man in deep thought.
-Detroit Free Press,
An Issue of the Dol.
One of the issues of the datseems to
be the question whether 
broile 
paint is
more moral-or immoral-than silk
flesh colored tights. This is a day of
small things, especially ite the matter of
stage costurue.-e-Bullelo Engnireo
Hard reobloos.
New York is beginning to figure on
the problem of how to reform her re-
'lumen-Cleveland Plain Dealer,
noTowoo,000
Is the
--
Indemnity
Japan.
Given to
The Japs Also Get the Fortress
of Port Arthur,
WashiugIon, April 17 -The Chi•
tome imperial edict sent by the As-
sociated Press last night from Tien
Train, is accepted among 'Ill eels ad
diplomats here as setting at rest the
cot It ictiug reports as to Huai terms of
peace a d as showing that that the
first jports via London were
Mac rate in their detail's. Tim
indemnity of $200,000,000 taeis is a
compromise. Japan first demanded
340,000 000 Mete, but on the solicit*
lion of Prince Li, threw off 100,000,-
00. This would make the ,indemui-
ty equal to $300 000,000 Mexican sil-
ver or $150,e90,000 in gold.
The edict that „Titian is to recupy
the Liaa Tutig peninsula up to the
fortieth degree ef iattitude settles the
important point that she is to have
the great fortress of Part Arthur and
the immediate surrounding territory.
•
The Latest sews.
The damaging evidence is accumu-
lating against Durant, the California
woman-killer.
The A. I' A. candidate for Mayor
of Rockfold, Illinois, was defeated
after a bitter tight.
California is to begin the manufac-
ture ef all the anti.toxine needed by
the State Board of Health.
Persistent attempts are being made
to wreck trains on the Knoxville
Division of the Southern Railway.
J C. Reed, tree California preacher
who was caught trying to lob a bank
single-handed, has been found not
guilty on the ground of if sanity.
The Lectu
Leland Powers WedtIe,kdav night
delivered one of the best hçctures the
her est imper-
people of Hopkinevillerave ever
heard. He is one eit
senators on the Aftterloan slags, HIP
IMperienhation of "The Play Ardor"
Wierhed him as an Wet f Ilse high-
set typo in that Imo. Mr. Pow•te
should have had a Wolof audiones
Ulan hi. dill hive, nit ammo( of
the confusion Incident in the onions
of the U. A. Ji. oneauipment the au-
dience Was not what It would have
been had there been no other attrac-
tion. Mr. Powers' impersonation of
the characters in "Tree Play Actor"
were grand; the audience was highly
electrified, and should Mr. Powers
return to our city he would undoubt-
edly have a larger audience to greet
him than was present last night.
$25.00 to $50 00 tier week using and
selling Old Reliable Plater. Every
family has rusty, worn knives, forks,
spoons, etc. quickly elated by dip-
plug in melted metal. No experience
or bard work; a good situation. At-
dress W. P H•RHI-ON & CO., Cleik
No, 14 Columbus, Ohio.
From Ram's Horn.
Necessity is uot only the mother of
invention, but the fail er of Iles also
Whenever you deceive yourself you
do something that angels would like
to undo.
Whatever eta has caused in human
race it may cause in you.
Se:flehuess cannot be wade to know
the true meaning of happiness.
If you would get more from OA,
thank him fur what he Liss already
dune.
Somehow the people who would
have done so aud so, if they had been
there, never get there.
If your life In this world is such
that you have made peace with God,
nothing in say other world can ever
rob you of it.
There is no sin that does not find
Its tap root in unbelief.
The mart who huarrels with his lot
in life helps the devil to make him
miser able.
The ineviteble reeults of believing
God's word is to obey his law.
Sins never travel &lode. They go
in families.
When men start to walk with the
devil they expect to bid him goodby
at the first corner.
It takes grace to keep still while
somebody else is getting credit for
work that you are dolteg.
The man who buries his talent
might about as well bury himself.
When children get hungry they
cry fox bread, uot cake.
"ro biat that knoweth to do good
and doeth it not, to him it is sin."
Until you see God in your own
heart you can not see him anywhere
else.
Only in a world where there is suf-
fering could God prove that he Is
love.
A pessimist believes that every
chestnut has a worm in it.
Heaven no doubt means more to
those in it for what they eau see God
le doing on earth.
It le because of the possibilities of
sterility that so many incomprehen-
sible things have to happen in this
world
The man who *shuts out good, shuts
out (i d.
Wotan the last hypocrite dies the
devil will not own a foot of ground
on earth.
Self-conceited people are very apt
to think that they can get along with-
out the help of God.
Conetaut trust will give coustand
strength.
You have found out what a man is
wheu you have found out what he
loves.
The devil can't run fast enough to
keep up with the man who walks
with God,
THE EVOLUTION
Of medical agents is gradually rele•
gating the old-Crete herce, pills,
draughts and vegetable extracts to
rear and bringing Into general use
the pleesaut aud effective liquid laxa-
tive, Syrup of Figs. To get the reme-
dy So* that it is manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co. only. For
sale by all leading druggists.
Awarded
Higbest Honors
-World's Fair.
• D 1F4a
BAKING
POWDIR
MOST PERFECT MADE.
pore Grape Cream of Tortar Powder. Fore
kern Ammonia, Alma or my other adulate.
ft% A r kes TVS IKANDANID4
oe.e.wer---.......eyeeereeeemeeee
FOR
CURES SCROFULA,
BLOOD POISON.
THE
CURES CANCER,
ECZEMA, TETTER.
BLOOD
Poor
Weak and
Weary Mothers
Raise
Puny, Pindling
Children.
Sulphur Bitters
Will make them
Strong, hearty
And healthy.
Send 3 2-eent stamps to A. P. Ordway & CO,
-*on. for t.-.t medical work publehed
TABLER'SMIE
BUCK EYE I iu
OINTMENT
uni tom mud
Sr. SURE anti CIPITAIN CIVIC
Known for 111 years as the
DIST REMEDY for PILES.
• /OLD It.e set, net tieftert
eve pee s 11.11frileilF09 le . et ee
PREFERRED LOCALS
Don't Buy
a suit of Sprit g Clothes
until you have seen
barn Frankel.
New Fish Market
Opnotelte NEW ERA office. Dressed
blitisto 10 rimmed oat 12', o Game
fish, white perch &o.
Sam Frankel,
is showing the prettiest
line of novi'Ity dress
goods at low prices.
MORGAN DENMARK -
AND MONARCH.
See T L. Graham's fancy comItia-
ed stallion and big boned peck before
breeding your mares. Every colt
foaled by this j 'Lek to this time is
black, anal none less than 40 inches
high when d-opped, but one and it
was' 113 inchei. u 4'
.7ma
Sam Frankel's
Line of Jaconet Swiss
and Nainsook Embroi-
ders and White Goods.
RAW FURS,
Highest prices paid. Send for price
eurrent. The A. E. Burkhardt Co.,
Exporters and Manufacturers, Cmu
Monate Ohio. 1 m
Puturnes
of all kinds just received
At S. W. TALIAFERRO'S
The Druggist.-
Successor to Wallace &
Tal iaferro.
Telephone No. 7.
Good Business
Opportunity!
The Hopkinsville Hotel
Co. offers at very masonable
rent three beautiful store
rooms under the new "Hotel
Latham," located in the bus-
iness center of Hopkinsville,
Ky., a growing, flousishing
city of 8,000 people.
This is the finest building
in the place, and the store
rooms are very attractive,
well-lighted, heated by steam,
have gas and electricity and
are suitable for dry goods,
merchant tailoring, gentle-
men's furnishing goods, drug
store, millinery, etc.
There is a good opening in
Hopkinsvilic, Ky., for a live,
first class man in any oft hese
lines of business.
Apply to
H. C. GANT, Pre'st.
0)r11tA L. SMITII, S.ec'y.iialr d3 w2
del Latham
Hopkinsville, Ky:
Is the finest Hotel in the South. All
modern improvements. Steam Heat
and Electric Lights throughout.
Rams, $2 00 to $3 50 per day.
For Circuit Judge.
W E are autlior1/0 to announce
JOHN PHELPS, Etiq.,
as is candidate for the ()Moe Oi Chicon Judge
'it ri tlx.ti tohne 
or 
treebatJ eihiskoclolarlat t pricartiy!ailueet tot
Negligee Shirts
All fast colors, at
Sam Frankel's.
Imported
Broad Cloths
at Sam Frankel's.
e-----eneesommemswelfallEalintn0181.74.a-eseeree-----
PREFERRED LOCALS.
-Notice to Farmers-
Before buying a cultivator farmers
should see the New American oper
ate. It is simple et Construction,
easy to sejust and operate, light of
draft and mane of the best 11.$•"•Ti•I
It is emotion-1y to buy the NEW
AMERICAN. Besides beer g tto
beet cultivator in the warkee, it is an
excellent hard grouted harrow and
sod pulverizer. Our Co. is now
loeated at Islepkinevitle, Kr., and we
have on hand two car loads of these
combined cultivators which we will
be glad to exhibit and teat to any
farmer in Christian county.
0. C. KELLOGG,
Foreman for American Harrow Co.,
Detroit Mich.
See the testimonials below:
('eeky, Ky., April 8, 1395
American Harrow Co,
Detroit Mich.
Gentlemen: - I bought one of your
New American Cultivator Harrows
and from the test already made I be
neve it to be the best cultivator I
ever saw, and as a harrow for hard
ground nothing equals it. It is also
excellent for puiveriziner end.
'1'. L. GRAHAM.
AMERICAN EIARK)W CO, Detroit,
Mictrigau:
Dear Sirs:-Your Mr. A. L Kellogg
put up, operated and sold me one of
your new American (eultiv 'tore and
Harrows combined. Have bad fifteen
years experience in handling cultiva•
tors and farm machleery, and after a
thorough test and careful examina-
tion, I am prepared to say it is the
most perfect tool of the kind I have
ever seen. It is well and thoroughly
ouilt ; simple in construction, and le
easily handled, and Is under thorough
control of the operator at all dines. I
am sure any one capable of handling
a team can operate one as well as the
etrotigeet ma". J. B. WALKER.
April 8.b, 1895.
Have [You
seen thoFe bea uti ful
at
John R. Klichon's
runitare
ESTABLISHMENT?
We Have Now Ready
11I8 up.
A huge assortment of trimmed Hats,
from a 50 cents sailor to Spring Hats
in all the new shapes and colors, rang-
ing in price from $1.00 up. Untrimmed
shapes from 25 cents up. Handker-
chiefs from 5 cents up. Knitting cot-
ton, Embroideries, Silk, Zephyrs, Fans,
from 5 cents up. Baby Caps from 25
Fancy Ilair,Pins in all the latest novelties,
T. J. Sarzedas.
Hotel Latham Block.
Is what you will find by examining the
magnificent stock of
Spring and Summer Millineryat Mrs, A W Steele M's
Mrs. Hart's old stand, Ninth street.
Attend the Grand Opening,_ Wednesday, April 3.
Richards Co.
Dry.. Goods,
Carpets
NOTIONS.
SHOES-
MILLINERY
ETC.
M MMTTTMMTMMTM Mt? Mt? ?Mt?! Mt? Mffit!tfttftt
Iji
- -
Contractor s Builder, I
Guarantees satisfaction. A
Building Materials of Every Description,
Plans, Specifications and Eestimates Promptly Furnished.
RGINIA STREET,
Between Fourth and Fifth,
[tar-Telephone, 93.
C. G. MCDANIEL,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
VTP. 0. Box, 67. 3
Business M'g'r.
N. B.-Call and see the new "Perfection" Pump.
1
Noel-lie,. Art'
but good and substan-
tial are the men's all
wool black and brown
Cheviot Suits we are
selling for
$5,00,
They cannot last long
at the rate they are
going.
"HIGH ART" Suits
$8.50 up.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO:
an, is er ir ee•
e
•••••-.yerYkx"iiii,
es.
-dnst to dust, the former is ashes to day when body and soul meet again!
althea. If any prefer incineration, let
them have it without caricature. Tbe
world may become so crowded that cre-
mation may be universally adopted by
law in well as by general consent
DEATH IS A VICTORY.
THE faLIELJECT OF DR. TALMAGE'S
EASTER SERMON.
•• Eisamiese Diseoarso on the Resurrec-
tion-- Numerous Things In Nature That
Symbolise the New Life- Only the Had
Disapprove of the Resurrection.
New Yokx, April 14.-Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage preached twice today in New
York-at the Academy of Musio and
the West Presbyterian church-on both
occasions to crowded audience& One cf
the sermons was on the subject of "Eas-
ter Jubilee," the text being taken from
1 Corinthians re, 54, "Death is swal-
lowed up in victory."
About 1,861 Easter mornings have
wakened the earth. In Franoe for three
'naturism-the almanacs made the year
begin at'Easter until Charles IX made
the year begin at Jan. 1. In tbe Tower
of London there is • royal pay roll of
Edward ou which there is an entry of
18 pence for 400 colored and pictured
Easter eggs, with which the people
sported. In Russia slaves were fed and
alms were distributed on Easter.
Ecclesiastical councils met et Pontum
at Gaul, at Rome, at Achaia, to decide
the particular day. and after a contro-
versy more animated than gracious de-
cided it. and now through all Christen-
dom in mule way the firs& Sunday after
the full moon which happens upon or
next after March $1 is filled with Easter
rejoiceng. The royal court of the Sab-
baths is made up of 52. Fifty-one are
princes iu the royal household. but Eas-
ter is queen. She wears &richer diadem
and rways a ISOM jeweled ampler, and
in her smile nationsare irradiated. We
welcome this queenly day, holding high
up in her right hand the wrenched off
bolt of Christ's sepulcher and holding
high ap in her left band the kely to all
the cemeteries in Christendom.
My text is an ejaculation. It is spun
out of halleluiah& Paul wrote right on
in his argument about the resurrection
and observed all the laws of logic, but
wSen be came to write the words of the
text his fingers and his pen and the
parchment on which be wrote tcok fire,
and he cried out, "Death is swallowed
up in victory!" It is a dreadful sight
to see au army routed and flying. They
Natter everything valuable on the track.
Unwheeled artillery. Hoof or horse on
breast of wounded and dying man. Yon
have resd of the French falling back
from Sedan, or Napoleon's track of 90,-
000 owpses in the snowbanks of Russia,
or of the five kings tumbling over the
rocks of Better= with their armies,
while the hailstorms of heaven and the
swords of Joshua's hosts struck them
with their fury.
The Hosts el .
But in my text is a worm discom-
fiture. It seems that a black giant pro-
posed to conquer the earth. He gather-
ed far his host all tbe aches and pains
and maladies and distempers and epi-
demic. of thwages. He marched them
down, drilling them in the northeast
wind, amid the slush of tempesta. He
threw up barricades of grave mound.
He pitched tent of charnel home. Some
of the troops marched with slow tread,
commanded by consumptions; mane in
double quick, commanded by pneumo-
nia& Borne he took by long basiegement
of evil habit and some by one stroke of
the battleax of casualty. With bony
hand he pounded at the doors of hospi-
tals sad sickrooms and won all the vic-
tories in all the great battlefields of all
the five continents. Forward, march!
the ooaqueror of oonquerors, and all the
generals and commauders in chief, and
all presideuts and kings and sultans
and cams drop under the feet of hie war
charger.
But one Christmas night his antago-
nist was born. As most of the plagues
and sicknesses and despotisms came out
of the east it was appropriate that the
new conqueror should come out of the
same quartet.. Power is given him to
awaken all the fallen of all the centu-
ries and of all lands and marshal them
Against the black giant Fielda have al-
ready been won, but the last day will
see the decisive battle. When Christ
shall lead forth his two brigades, the
brigade of the ripen dead and the bri-
gade of the celestial host, the black
giant will fall back, and the brigade
from the riven sepulchers will take him
from beneath, and the brigade of de-
scending immortals will take him from
above, and "death shall be swallowed
up in victory." The old braggart that
threatened the conquest and demolition
of the planet has lost his throne, has
lout his ecepter, has lost his palace, has
lost his prestige, and the one word writ-
ten aver all the gates of mausoleum and
catacomb and necropolia, on cenotaph
and sarcopharts, on the lonely cairn of
tint arctic explorer and on the catafalque
of great cathedral, written in capitals
of azalea and calls lily, written in mu-
sical cadence, witieen in doxology of
great sweat biages, written cm the sculp-
tured door of the family vault, is "Vic-
tory. " Corona' word, embannerect word,
apocalyptic word, chief word of trium-
phal areh under which cooquerors re-
turn. Victory! Word shouted at Cullo-
den and Balaklava and Blenheim; at
Megiddo add Solferiao; at Maratbon,
where the Athenians drove back the
Medea; at Poictiers, where Charles Mar-
tel broke the ranks of the Saraoens;
Salamis, where Themistocles in the
great sea fight oonfounded the Persians,
and at the door of the eastern cavern of
chiseled rock, wbere Christ came out
through a ream and throttled that king
of terrors and put him back in the niche
from which the celestial oonqueror had
just emerged. Alm. when the jaws of
the esstern mausoleum took down the
black giant, "death was swallowed up
in victory!"
Abolitlen sC Denth.
I proclaim the abolition of death.
The old antagonist is driven back into
mythology with all tbe lore about Styg-
fan ferry and Charon with oar and
boat. We &hall have no more to do with
death than we have with the cloakroom
as a goveruor's or president's levee.
We Mop at roch cloakroom and leave
In charge of the servant our overcoat,
ear overshoes, our outward apparel that
we may not be impeded in the brilliant
round el the drawing room. Well, my
friends, when we go out of this world
we are going to a king's banquet. and
so a reoepticru of nxmarclim and at the
door of the tomb we leave the cloak of
fiesh and the wrappings with which we
meet the storms of the world. At the
close of oar earthly reception, under the
brush and broom of the porter, the coat
or hat may be banded to us better than
when wet resigned it, and the cloak of
humanity will finsily_bemeturned to um
iniproiVradd- FtirThea
and glorified. You and I do not want
our bodies returned to us as they are
now. We want to get rid of all their
weakoesses, and all their bill-
ties to fatigue, and all thegiurscarotwiness
of locomotion. They will be put through
a chemistry of soil and heat and cold
and changing seasons out of which God
will reconstruct them as much better
than they are now as the body of the !
rosiest and healthiest child that bounde '
over the lawn is better than the sickest
patient in the hospital.''
But as to our mule we will cross
right over, not waiting for obsequies,
independent of obituary, into a state in
every way better, with wider room and
velocities beyond computation; the dull-
est of us into companionship with the
very beet epirits In their very best
moods, in the very best room of the
universe, the four walls furnished and
paneled and pictured and glorified
with all the splendors that the infinite
God in all ages has been able to invent
Victory!
This view of course makes it of but
were dissolved, we have a building of
imPartane. whether we are ere- God, a house not made with hands,
mated or sepultured. If tbe latter is
eternal in tbe heavens." Oh, what a
Banes and tens of thousands uf God's
soul ever have a gladnees but your body
children have been oremated. P. P.
celebrated it with kindled eye and cheekBliss and wife, the evangelist ringers, 
and elastio step. Surely God aerver in-
cremated by accident at Ashtabula tended two such good friends to be verybridge; John Rogers cremated by per- long separated. And so when the
mention. Latimer and Ridley cremated
world's last Easter morning shall comeitt Onferd, Pothincus and Blondina, a tbe tient will descend, crying, "Where
slave, and Alexander, a physician, and is my body?" And the body will ascend,
their cemmrades, cremated at the order saying, "Where is my soul?" And the
of Harem Aurelia& At least a hundred Lord of the resurrection will bring them
Mionsand of Christ 's disciples cremated, together, and it will be a perfect soul
and there can be no doubt about the in a perfect body, introduced by a ter-
mer:mecum st their bodied. If the feet Christ into a perfect heaven. Vic-
wield lasts as much longer as it haa al- tory,
ready been built there perhaps may be
no room for Sae large acreage set spurs noon. crvei .warriote
not /out& Miraroom yet, and the
race need not mums that bridge of fire
until it comes to it. The most of ns pre-
fer the old way. But whether out of
natural disintegration or cremation we
shall get that luminous, buoyant, glad-
Nome, traneemdent, magnifieent, inex-
plicable structure called the resurrec-
tion body you will have it, I will have
it I say to you today aa Paul said to
Agrippa, "Why abonld it be thought a
thing incredible with you that God
should raise the death"
The Clouds a Symbol of the Resurrection.
That far up cloud, higher than the
hawk flies, higher than the eagle flies,
what is it made of? Drops of water from
the Hudson, other drops from the East
rives, otber drupe from a stagnant pool
out on Newark flats. Up yonder there.
embodied in a cloud, and the sun kin-
dles it. If God can make such a lustrous
cloud out of water drops, many of them
soiled and impure and fetched from
miles away, can he not transport the
fragruente of a human body from tbe
earth and out of them build a radiant
body? Cannot God, who owns all the
material out of which bones and muscle
and flesh &remade, set them up again if
they have fallen? If a manufacturer of
telescopes drop a telescope on the floor,
and it breaks, can be not mend it again
no you can see through it? And if God
drops the human eye into the dust, the
eye which he originally fashioned, can
he not restore it? Aye, if the manufac-
turer of the telescope, by a change of
the glass and a change of focus, can
make a better glass than that which
was originally constructed and actual-
ly improve it, do you not thinkthe lash-
loner of the human eye may improve its
sight and multiply the natural eye by
the thousandfold additional forces of the
resurrection eye?
"Why should it be thought with you
ineredible thing that God abould
raise the dead?" Things all around us
suggest it. Out of what grew all these
flowers? Out of the mold and earth.
Resurrected. Resurrected. The radiant
butterfly, where did it come from? The
loathsome caterpillar. That albatross
that smite' the tempest with its wing,
where did it come from? A senseless
shell. Near Bergerac, France, in a Celi-
na tomb, under a block, were found
flower seeds that had been buried 2,000
years. The explorer took the flower seed
and planted it, and it came up. It
bloomed in bluebell and heliotrope. Two
thousand years ago buried, yet resur-
rected. A traveler says he found in a
mummy pit in Egypt garden peas that
had been buried there 8,000 years ago.
He brought them out, and on June 4,
1844, he planted them. and in 30 days
they sprang up. Buried 3,000 years, yet
resurrected.
"Why should it be thought a thing
incredible with you that God should
raise the dead?" Where did all this silk
come from-the silk that adorns your
persons and your homes? In the hollow
of a staff a Greek missionary brought
from China to Europe the progenitors
of those worms that now eupply the silk
markets of many nations. The pageantry
of bannered host and the luxurious ar-
ticles of commercial emporium blazing
out from the itIlkworms1 And who Mall
be surprised if, outpf this insignificant
earthly life, oar bodies unfold into
something worthy of the coming eterni-
ties? Put 'flyer into diluted niter, and
it diseolvea. Is the silver gone forever?
No. Put in some pieces of copper, and
tbe eilver reappears. If one force dd-
solvee, another force reorganizes.
oat or the Night the Day.
"Why should it be thought a thing
incredible with you that God should
raise the dead?" The insects flew and
the worms crawled last autumn feebler
and feebler and then stopped. They
have taken no food; they want none.
They lie dormant and insensible, but
boon the south wind will blow the res-
urrection trumpet, and the air and the
earth will be full of them. Do you not
think that God can do as much for our
bodies as he doee for the wasps, and
the epiders, and the snails? This morn-
ing at half past 4 o'clock there was a
resurrection. Out of the night, the day.
In a few weeks there will be a resurrec-
tion in all our gardens. Why not some
day a resurrection amid all the graves?
Ever and anon there are instanced of
men and women entranced.
A trance is death, followed by resur-
rection after a few days-total suspen-
sion of mental power and voluntary
actiOn. Rev. William Tennent, a great
evangelist of the last generation, of
whom Dr. Archibald Alexander, a man
far from being sentimental, wrote in
most eulogistic terms-Rev. William
Tennant seemed to die. His spirit seem-
ed to have departed. .People came in
diiy-Ot. anti- Said, 'me is dead;
he is dead." But the soul returned,
and William Teunent lived to write out
experiences of what be had seen while
his was gone. It may be found
some time what is called suspended
animation or comatom state is brief
death, giving the soul an excursion into
the next world, from which it comes
back-a furlough of a few hours grant-
ed from the conflict of life to which it
muitt return.
Do not this waking up of men from
trance and this waking up of grains
buried 3,000 years ago make it easier
for you to believe that your body and
mine, after the vacation of the grave,
sball rouse and rally, though there be
8,000 years between our last breath and
the sounding of the archangelic reveille?
Physiologist. tell us that, while the
most of our bodies are built with such
wonderful 000nomy that we can spare
nothing, and the Ices of a finger is a
hindrance, and the injury of a toe joint
makes us lame, still we have two or
three apparently useless physical appa-
rati, and no anatomist or physiologist
has ever been able to tell what they are
good for. Perhaps they are tbe founda-
tion of the resurrection body, worth
nothing to ns in this state, to be indie-
pensibly valuable in the next state. The
Jewish rabbis appear to have had a hint
of this suggestion when they said that
the human frame there was a small
bone which was to be the basis of the
resurrection body. That may have been
a delusion. But this thing ime certain,
the Christian scientists of our day have
found out that there are two or three
superfluities of the body that are some-
thing gloriously suggestive of another
state.
I called at my friend's house ono sum-
mer day. I found the yard all piled up
with rubbish of carpenter's and mason's
work. The door was off. The plumbers
had torn up the floor. The roof was be-
ing lifted in cupola. All the pictures
were gone, and the paper banger, were
doing their work. All the modern im-
provements were being introduced into
that dwelling. There was not a room in
the house fit to live in at that time, al-
though a month before, when I visited
that boom, everything was so beautiful
I could not have suggested an improve-
ment. My friend had gone with his fam-
ily to the Holy Land, expecting te COMO
back at the end of mouths, when the
buialiug was to be done.
The New House.
And, oh! what was his joy when at
the end of six months he returned and
the old house was enlarged and im-
proved and glorified! That is pow body
It looke well now. All the rooms filled
with health, and we could hardly make
a suggestion. Bat after awhile your
soul will go to the Holy Land, and
while yoa aro gone the old .house
your tabernacle will be entirely roma-
etrueted Irmo cellar to attic. every
nerve, muscle end bone and tisane and
artery must be hauled over, and the old
structure will be burnished arid.adorned
and raised and rupolaed mid eularged,
and all the improveutents of heaven in-
troduced, aud you will move hitt) it on
resurrection day. "Fur we know that,
if our earthly house of this tabernacle
They are very fond of each other. Did
your body ever have a pain and your
eoul not re-echo it? Or, changing the
maestion, did your soul ever have any
teouble and your body not sympathize
Many cif the mighti°114 111/4 he" °f earth with it, growing wan and weak underhave gone through this preteens. Then- the depressing influence? Or did your
jat.144111104.111111M4Sfaiiiiiliall.M1
Only the bad disapprove of the rem-
-woo. 'wentesesimer-eigot werememe seefesase -...
• I
. • *-
Mr. Moffat, tlie missionary, pee-Mehl
about the resurrection, awl be said tot
the missionary, "Will my father rise in !
the last day?" "Yes," said the mission-
ary. "Will all the dead in battle rise?"
said the cruel chieftain. "Yes," said
the missionary. "Then," said the war-
rior, "let me hear no more about the
resurrection day. There can be no resur-
rection, there shall be no resurrection.
I have slain thousands in battle. Will
they rise? Ah, there will be more to ride
on that day than those want to see
whose crimes have never been repented
of. But for all others who allowed Christ
h be their pardon and life and recur-
(Melon it will be a day of victory. The
thunitmt of the last day will be the salvo
that greets you into harbor. Tho light-
niegs will be only the turchee of triune.
phaut procession marching down to es-
cort you home. The burning worlds
flashing through immensity will be
the rockets celebratiug your corona-
tion on thrones where you will reign
forever and forever and forever.
Where is death? What have wo to
do with death? As your reunited body
and soul swing off from this planet on
that last day you will see deep gashes
all up and dowe the bills, deep
gashes all through the valleys, and they
will be the emptied graves, they will be
the abandoned sepulchres, with rough
ground tossed on either side of them,
and slabs will be uneven on the rent
hillocks, and there will be fallen monu-
ments and ceuotaphe and then for the
first time yuu will appreciate the full
exhilaration of the text, "He will revel-
low up death in victory."
Hail the Lord of earth and heaven!
Praise to Thee by both Do given;
Thee we greet triumphant how.
Hail the nourrtotion
Old Ern brolAeries.
In a wardrobe moonlit 'n the time of
Richard II two embroiderers, William
Sanston and Robert de Assheoontbe,
are written down as "Broudatores
Domini Rettig." In another place Ste-
phen Vyne is mentioned as being ap-
pointed chief embroiderer to Richard II
and his queen and as having a pension
granted him by Henry IV. Those who
have gone over these numerous accounts
systematically have noted entries relet-
lug to needlework which moution the
following persons:
Adam de Etakering, who was paid 6s.
Scl. for silk and fringe to embroider a
"chesablo" made by Mabilia of St. Ed-
munds; Adam de Besieges, who made
a cope for the king to give to the bishop
of Hereford; Thomas Cbeiner, who was
paid R140 for a vest of velvet embroid-
ered with divers work for the chaplain
RAZifril Sniirirro-CainuaY,
who embroidered a garment for the
same monarch with pelicans and taber-
nacles of gold; John de Colonia, who
made two vests of green velvet embroid-
ered with gold sea sirens and the arms
of England and Hainault, and -a while
robe worked with pearls, and a velvet
robe embroidered with gold, for Queen
Philippa; Rose Hereford, who received
30 marks from Queen Isabella in nail
payment of 100 marks, for an embroid-
ered cope, and John do Sumercote and
Roger the tailor, who were ordered to
make four robes of the best brocade,
two for King Henry III and two for his
queen, with gold fringe and gems, with
special directions to make the tunics of
softer brocade than that of the mantles
and supertunics.
la ono of the earliest books preserved
by the Corporation of London tbere a
transcript of a quit claim in Which
there is mention of a piece of cloth ti
ells long and 6 ells wide that Aleyse
Darcy embroidered with divers works in
gold and silk for the Earl of Richmond,
grandson of Henry III.-Exchange.
Senator Call's .Paste."
Senator Call is very popular with the
lower classes, the cracker element, who
consider him the greatest man on earth,
and will not vote for a legislative can-
didate unless he agrees to support the
seuator for re-election whenever his
terui runs out. Wheo congress adjourns,
Mr. Call comes home, puts on a gray
hickory shirt, a pair of ragged breeches,
a coat with large holes at the elbows,
an old tan colored, perspiration stained
slouch hat and gets into his sulky for
an electioneering tour through the state.
He travels over the sand hills and
through the pine forests, stopping at ev•
ery cabin "to palm the time of day."
Ho kisees all the children, asks for a
"snack" to eat, and when the farmer's
wife offers him butter he always prefers
sorghum on his bread. When night
overtakes bine he "puts up" at the
nearest farmhouse, no matter how un-
inviting it may be, and when he goes to
bed holds out his ragged tremors to him
host and says:
"I snagged my pants in the brush tm
day, and I'd he under everlasting obli-
gations if your good wife would mend
them for me."
Of course the woman would sit tip all
night to patch the garments of a United
States senator, and she puts in her pret-
tiest stitches, but he rips off the patch
in a day or two and plays tho same
game in the next county. The name of
the women in Florida who have mended
Seuator Call's pants is legion, and it is
tho proudest event iu their livee.-Cor.
Chicago Record.
Traditions and Solomon.
Solomon far eclipses his father in rab-
binical fame. In agreement with meet
eastern nations the Jews credit him
with power over demons and genii.
Well might be be called the wise king,
but of the traditional eeaniples of his
wisdom we can only give a few. When
about to build the temple, bo sent to
Pharaoh to lend him the services of
some skilled artificers. The Egyptian
king, with rather niggardly kingcraft,
only sent those who were doomed to die
within the year. Solomon sent them
back, each man with a shroud, and with
the taunting message to his brother
monarch,"Haet thou no shrouds to bury
thine own dead?"
When tbe queen of Sheba visited
him, among the "questions" that sbo
put to him was ono which seriously
puzzled the king. In each baud she
held a wreath of flowers, one of which
was natural and one artificial, but so
exquisite was the workmanship of the
latter that, at the distance time queen
stood, from tile throne, uo difference
could be detected. Centel the wise Solo-
mon, who Limey all horticulture "from
the cedar that is ill Lebanon to the hys-
sop that epringeth out of the wall," tell
les visitor which was time tree and
which the false? The k mug was non-
plused for a moment, but only for a
moment. Ho commanded that the doors
and windows should be thrown open,
end the beers entering in, answered for
ein the question of the queen of the
.outh.-All the Year Rouud.
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Brown's Iron Bitters
brings weak people up to the stan-
dard of health-feeds the blood-acts
on the nerves-strengthens the mus-
cles. It brings the blush of youth to
weary women's cheeks-is a boon to
the invalid-refreshes and renews
life in the aged-nourishes the weak,
puny child-briefly said, it (fret
strereKM, and strength cannot exist
without perfect health. It is a neces-
sity in every family. It does not
iajurr the krth ca fgalktarficirr.
It's
Brown's
Iron
Bitters you need!
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Palpitation of the Heart
- -
Shortness of Breath, Swelling
of Legs and Feet.
"For about four years I was troub-
led with palpitation of the heart,
shortness of breath and swelling of
the legs anti feet. At timee I would
faint. I was tecated by the best phy-
sicians in Savannah, Ga.. With Do re-
lief. I then tried various Springs
without benefit- Finally, I tried
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure
also his Nerve and Liver Pills. After
bcginnin9 to take them 1 felt better.' I
continued taking them and I am now
in better health than for many years.
Since my recovery I have gained fifty
pounds in weight. hope this. state-
ment may be of value le some poor
sufferer."
E. B. ST.TTON, Ways Station, Ga.
Dr. Miles Heart Cure Is avid on a positive
guarantee that the brst bottle m III benetit.
All druggists sali it at el, 6 bottles for 65, or
it Will be stmt. prepaid. On_ receipt of priee
by the Dr. Milne Medical eme . Feenart,
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ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD REUABLE
SWEET CAPORAL
CICARETTE
Itaa stood the Teet et Thne
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINED
et.TPEOPLE
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The Fields and, Atkins trial Is set
for Thursday at Barbourville.
The Anderpso county grand J ury
has made complaint ag•inst the
Southern Railway Company for al-
leged violation of the lung and short
haul clause
The only prisoner in the Anderson I
county Jell will be taken to the peni-
tentiary to-morrow, and the doors
will be wide open until other uefor•
(Artistes arrive.
The promoters of the new road to
the Morgan county cannel coal bear
ere enthusiastic over the prospects us
the railroad and hidden Lulneral
wealth of that &active.
' oNF. HUNDRED YEARS
WILL THE REPUBLIC STAND FOR
THAT LENGTH OF TIME!
Prominent Men of Many Classes Have Bees
Interviewed on This Most Important
Quest•ou- All liteply Hopefully Says Ex-
'Haste. Workman Powderly.
Every American citizen regards the
republican institutions and forms of
government as the greatest safeguards of
our country.
Recognizing this fact, the Chioago
Tribune submitted the following ques-
tions to a number of public men quali-
fied to answer them:
First. -Will our present republican
form of government last 100 years lon-
ger?
Second.-If not, why not?
Third.-What is ite greatest peril?
Fourth.-Is there any danger that
aliens may so buy up the land aud for-
eign syndicates so buy tip the business
enterprises as to obtain control of our
country and eventually change its form
of government?
Their replies are interesting, and an
interesting abstract will be found be-
low:
The filet question to which you de-
sire an answer from me is: "Do you
think that our present republican forin
et government will last 100 years lon-
ger?" To which I reply that I not only
fervently pray and trust but also firmly
believe that it will.
In view of my answer to your first
euestion your second une-"If not, why
not?"-requires DO answer.
Next you ask: "What is ifs greatest
peril?" I answer that its greatest peril
lies in a departure from those Christian
principles men' which our very laws
and institutions are lamed. As long as
those Christian principles are maintain-
ed our institutions will, under God,
survive and flourish. Oar laws, which
are only expressions of eternal law, wili
command our respect and therefore oar
loyal obedience. On the other hand,
every departure from those Christian
principles upon which oar social fabric
reste, especially in respect to the mar-
riage tio and the freedom of popular
suffrage, tends to the loosening of the
foundation stones of our republic.
One of the most admirable features
of our present system of government is
the happy balance of federal power with
state autonomy, and as long as this
golden meau is observed we shall pog-
o:cm etreugth and liberty and indestruc-
tibility as a great nation.
To your fourth query I reply that, in
my judgment. we need have no fear of
foreign capitalists and foreign syndi-
cates. Those who invest in our public
lauds and our business enterprises will
naturally be brought into closer no-
(penitence with our present republican
form of government, and there is little
doubt that cur institutions and our laws
will gain upon them upon closer ac-
quaiutance and finally win their com-
plete respect and loyal support. -Jame.
Cardinal Gibbons.
"Will our preeent republican form
of government last 100 hundred years
longer?" I answer yes. The constitu-
tion niay be amended, changes in form
may occur, but our republican govern-
ment will endure far all Hine.
My answer to your first question
renders it unnecessary to give you one
for your second.
Your third question, "What is our re-
public's greatest peril?" I will not uu-
dertake to answer categorically. The
danger to our republican form of gov-
ernment arises from the ignorant, the
vicious and venal classes, controlled by
designing and corrupt men. To guard
sgainst this danger we should educate
the rieimg generation, prevent the coin-
ing to this country of the criminal
classes of other nations, maintain the
standard of American wages and thus
secure the independence of the Ameri,
can workingmen. frowu down by public
opinion and punish by law all corrupt
practices which debale the voter and
cheapen suffrage.
I do not think there is a particle of
danger that aliens will so buy up the
land and foreign syndicates so buy up the
business enterprises se to obtain control
af onr country and eventually change
its form of goveznment. The induce-
meets to foreign investors in this coun-
try are created by our system of govern-
ment and our republican institutions.
Foreigners who have invested their cap-
ital here for greater safety and better
profits will naturally be interested in
maintainiug those institutions, and I
doubt if a majority, other things being
equal, would prefer a monarchy or au
aristocracy to a republican form of goy-
erunteut-Ex-Senator J. N. Dolph of
Oregon.
Our present republican form of gm-
ernmeet cannot last 100 years longer
and continue to drift under the power
of monopoly and wealth as it is doing
now. .10 fact, the money power at the
present day forms an aristocracy or
plutocracy which eetirely nullifies ev-
ery section, clause and article in otet
bill of rights whenever they are called
queetion in behalf of the people.
reply to your second question, I
would say that our present republican
form of governineut cannot last WO
years longer fur the reasons I have giv-
en.
Third.-The greatest peril menacing
oor goverement is the poverty and in-
difference of our people. The poor are so
oppressed that they aro forced to sell
themselves for what they can get and
are thus at the mercy of the homes, the
pliant tools of monopoly, who forge to
the front in our political parties.
In reply to your fourth question let
me say tbat I do not care whether it be
be an alien or a uative syndicuto that
buys-up the land or the business enter-
prises of the country, for the iustiuct
greed is the game in an American as an
Euglisliniau, and we have therefore as
THE EVOLUTION
0! medical agents Is graduelly rele
gating the oid-titue he-cs, roille,
draughts and vegetable extracts to
rear and bringing into general use
the pleasant and e ffective liquid laxe•
eve, Syrup of Figs. To get the reme-
dy see that It is insnufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co. ouly. For
sale by all leading druggists.
This Should Be The Law.
This law is fouud on the statute
hooks of New York, section '4519 uf
the Penal Code:
"Any ['enema who willfully staters,
delivers or transmits by any means
whatever to any manager, editor,
pubiumer, reporter or other employe
of a publisher of a newspaper, maga-
zine, publication, periodical or serial,
any statement concerning any per-
eon or corporation, which, tf pub
liehed therein, would be a libel, is
guilty of a misdemeauer.
It should be on the statute hooka of
Kentucky. Will not the presto of the
State, the honest self-respecting prove
of Kentucky, ask of the next Legim
Iwure the passage of such a law ?
Put this at the head of your col
ulnas, and ask your representative to
aiske it his specialeduty to pas such
a law.
Rheunietiani Cared in a !by
"Mystic Cure" for rheumsaism and
neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3
days. Its action upon the system is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause and the di-
cease immediately disappears. The
first dose greatly benefits, 75 cents.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick, druggist
613i&wly
Jack Chinn'e son Morgan and
Charles B. Sullivan are candidatee
for Mercer county, Legislative hon-
ors.
all Free.
These who have used Dr. King's
New Discovery know its value, and
ihose who have not, have now the
opportunity to try it free. Call ou
ihe advertised druggist and get a
trial bottle, free. Send your name
and address to H. 14, 13ucklen & re ,
Chicago, and get • sample box of Dr.
Klug's New L fe Pills free, as well
es a copy of Guide to Health and
Household Instructor, free. All of
which is guaranteed to do you good
elid cost you nothing. R. C. Hard-
wick's drug More.
Daughters'_College at Harrothburg
has been sold.
.......ememmieemeammusetammerer
mar-.
Lost Energy,
Fickle appetite, tired feeliug, stomach
sickness and weakness can be
promptly remedied by using
Dr. J. H. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial
"7- e Blood Purifier.
It strengthens and builds up the enfeebled system, creates
a good appetite and promotes digestion, clears the complexion and
restores the body to perfect health.
Sold by all Druggists at Shoo per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. McLEAN MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
HIS MONEY SEWED UP.
Miss Carnerol, daughter of Sir
I o 'crick Canterim, the New Y
-bop Curler, was robbed of a boa Cot .
This Queer New Zealander Wa• Wwill 5 inlog j-welre and va uable paperswow.
e a crowded Landon depot.W. B. Nicholson of New Zealand an-
rived receutly at San Francisco and put
up at the American Exchange hotel.
Ile was so roughly dressed and mo
unique in appearance, with a queer
bunch of whiskers on his chin, that he
seemed a walking advertisement of
hard luck. H3 had arrived in the steer-
age, and he tok one of the very cheap-
est rooms in tho house. At the end of
three days Mr. Wiesman broached the
matter of settling his bill.
The queer gueet said be would pay
the bill in the next day or two. He did
not, however, and he was spoken to
again about it, Still there was a hitch,
but finally the New Zealander said be
would go up stairs and get the money.
After awhile he came down with it and
paid the bill.
Then he explained that the reason
why lie hadn't paid it before was that
he had all his money sewed up in bis
vest. On an investigation it was shown
that he had a surprising amount. There
was no less than $5,000 in bills and
English sovereigns, meetly the latter,
beeides $4,000 le drafts. The sovereigns
weighted down the vest till it was as
heavy as the owner and all au ablebod-
ied man could carry.
A few days ago, after returning from
a warm walk down tuwn with his load
of cash, be threw off his heavy vest in
his room and put on another ODO to cool
off. He finally stepped down stairs,
leaving the door open.
He eat at a desk for a long time, for•
getting about his cash. Suddenly he
recollected it; hid face assumed an ash-
en hue, and be vanished up stairs like
a streak of light. His precious vest was
there, though, hanging on a chair. He
grabbed it and put it on and since then
hai worn it constantly.
Nicholson came over to invest his
money, but did not find anything to
suit him, so the land of the antipodes
will get him again.-San Frtuaciscre
Examiner.
THE BOOKWORM.
• Specimen of This Rare buret Found ha
an Old Volume.
H. 11. Bowen of Bowers & Loy,
booksellers of New York, recently found
a bookworm in a copy of "Blair's Lec-
tures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettree,"
published in 1817. The volume is one
of 2,000 duplicates purchased by the
firm at a sale of books by the Redwood
library of Newport.
It is believed that this number lay
untouched on the shelves of the Red-
wood library for 50 years at least. The
volume numbers 500 pages of American
paper and is bound ill leather. A nar-
row passage was eaten by the worm
from the lower edge of the book to a
point half an inch deep and about 21-S
inches from the binding.
Zigzagging its way acroes the page,
the worm reduced the paper to a gray-
ish powder. It then turned inward and
made a bole from cover to cover as clean
ad if made by a sharp punch. After a
crooked jiturney across the blank pages
in the back of the book it started on its
return trip.
The worm is about three-eighths of
an inch long, black in color and is well
supplied with legs-ten or so on each
side of the body. The bead is pointed,
and under a low power microscope
sharp cutting mandibles can be seen.-
New York Sun.
MODELS FOR FARMERS.
An Interesting Exhibit to He Shown at
tbe Atlanta Exposition.
. Lr DOUGLAS
33 SHOE Is THE 815T.FIT FOR A KING.
ilik$ 3. CORDOVAN,tratalCri • DIAMELLID CALI4.53AP FINE CALf &KAMM$ 3.4.9 POUCE,3 SOLE&
liilr k ,,,,„.2.woRK,,,„,„,,
. • EXTRA r iNx• ''.11
$2.$1..71LADBINS.ISCII11311111m5.
44ro 3'ses;E2s$11.71:59--t-l.„
vrtif.
BMOC KTOrta.tana
Over One Million People wear the
W. L. Douglas $3 Se $4 Shoes
All our shoes are equally satisfactory
They give the hest s•lue fc- the money.
They e.4ual custom Shoes In style arid fit.
Male westing qualitke are ensuititeed.
The prima are unitorm.--stamped on sole.
Prom Si to Sy sised over other stakes
lf your dealer cannot supply you we can Sold by
113101 Clutha( & Sloe Co.,
DkinsvIlle. Kr.
WINTER is UNKIND
---- Tel -
FAIR FACES.
Most women hare • natural
dread of winter--tLe cold winds
Auld dampness roughens ant.
chaps their akin. Many have
gained knowledge by experienco
and bale apply a lints
POZZONI'S
POWDER
before going out. It protects,
softer and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then-it is hi cialble
II It is rightiy used.
NAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES SELL rt.
Callis 8t Wallace.
ate, Collecting and Incur
ince Agency. Hopkinsville, Ky.
We have in cur hands •aluable City, oubur
anud Tartar liZtoperty for sale aad rent
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
-THE OLD RELIABLE
utua ene t e ns. o.
Of Newark. New Jersey.
AMZI DODD, • - • Pant nuirr.
Total Amelia January lst, $ 65,000400,
Paid Policy Holders since or-
surrotaation! m000.00p,
Losse:Paid ln Kentucky over le14,r00°,01.10°%4,'
Lotaea Pid clristiii minty
Charles J. Radford, $6 000; Win.
M. Wee., $3 000; John R. Penick,
$8 000; John J. A•Iderson, $1 600;
W. T. Bedford. 17 600.
After seoond year no restrictions
as to residence or occupation. No
forfeiture in case of lapse; inoontes-
tible.
066h loans made tip to ono-half of
the reserve on assignable policies.
Tbe best contract yer offered.
An interesting and instructive exhibit K SPAITH & 00 statein the Cotton States expoeition at At- ta, 642 W. main 7.4;u'is„iiie.
lauta will be a set of three models, the
one to represent a 160 acre farm in the
hill lands of the south, which, by bad
management and especially by improp-
er cutting of the forest, has become
Pilled, furrowed and silted over, such
as one can see almost in every elide.
The next model will show how, with
bush dams, with ditching, proper drain-
ing, with terracing, with sodding and
replanting, time lost ground may be re-
covered, while the third model, repre-
senting the Same 160 acres, is to show
bow finally tbe farm should look ideal-
ly, with the fields and meadows and
forest growth properly disposed, in good
condition, the roads running at proper
levels instead of up and down, tho
fences reduced to the smallest extent
practicable.-Philadelphia Ledger.
Indleaa Mase Seal.
One of the last bills passed by the In-
dime legislature before adjournment
provided fur a state coat of arms and a
seal. The coat of arms is to be as fol-
lows: "In a circle a woodman felling a
tree; to the right in the perspective, the
setting sun; a buffalo fleeing through a
plain to the left; at the top of the de-
vice the motto, 'Loyalty.' "-Rey Vcrl!
Yost.
Strong Words From Bismarck.
Bismarck 's speech to the st admits oon•
tained this notable declaration: "The
powerful can recede or make conces-
sions. Neither Samoa nor the Caroline
islands wore worth the war that lesser
nations might have carried on for their
sakes. "-New York Recorder.
He May Be Happy Yet.,
The child king of Spain may not have
po unhappy a prospect of life as it now
;creme Cuba may be detached before he
arrives at years of cliscretiote-Cinciu-
nati Enquirer.
Very Hot Iadeed.
Most of the bloody wars of the past I
were merely hot political campaigns for
spoil. and plander.-Galveston News.
A Growing Sentiment.
There is a growing sentiment against
people who pme either as statesmen or
pictures.-Washington Star.
Po Dive Him a Reel.
Will they now give Biamarck a year
n which to rest from the festivities?-•
/low York World.
Wham Baby was Weir, we rave her external\
When she was a (ffilld, she cried fur Contort;
When she beeanse Was, she clung t, Caatorts‘
Klan atua Lltildren, alie gave them (...1Marle.
Fifty thousand dollars of stock In
the Maysville and Big Sandy railroad
belonging to Mason county, can net
be found and the Fiscal Court of the
county has delegated County Judge
Hutchins to Investigate.
Free Pills.
Send your address to H. E. Buck-
len &Co., Chleago, and get a free
sample box of Dr. King's New Life
Pills. A trial will convince you of
their merits. These pills are easy in
action and are particularly effective
in the cure of Constipation and Hick
Headache. For Malaria and Liver
troubles they have been proved In-
valuable. They are guaranteed to be
perfectly free from every deleterious
•ubstance sud to be purely vegetable.
They do riot weaken by their action,
but by giving tone to stomach and
bowels greatly invigorate the system.
Regular size Mc per box. Sold by
R. C. Hardwick Druggist.
Capt. Leland Hethway, of Win-
chester, has been agreed upon as
special Judge in the Blair lynching
trial at Mt H'erling.
Or. Price a L,f .311 r‘ Asinine Powdsil
Wes" me tort mono AWES.
• •--. 
-mt..,
BE CURED !LIM
Da.APPLEMAN. tbe widely .nown special-
ist, after years of study, has so perfected his
system of Mail treatment that he can now
assure the sick and suffering a permanent
cure at their homes st a price that I s aston-
ishingly low Thousands are availing them-
selves of this ;01cleit opportunity and hun-
dreds of testimonials arc on ale showing the
efficacy of tne treatment.
All Chronic Dio-
ceses Treated.
goose MIAS. ADO lualit
•1101JOLI•, 44444 ANTON-
iiT
ACM. 1.1Vall AND. 1/01110.,C:
tiorOtill'ICTWCZNYTIO'Lst.
akin DI 
MIATI8111 AND PICLIMALM•
aliCillentifie treatment for
evrber4s.rt aDomdc.mrcost.Tbr
Quick end permanent cures guaranteed
IN.oeuwotrreoartmoiedntmfeonr
1, A A AAAAAAAAA hoeiva
IllaDDE11, URINARY DI•CallES. Pensorr-
Ctnl"aanVtil
sider each case • nd prepare the proper rent
hiloppip ancetsusa I I rc -
Dr. Applernan ha• associated with full
staff of expert speci•lists. who carefully con-
Con•ultattoc and opinion rass be
mail. Treatment iurtiished at the low rate of
$2 TO $3 PER NOUN.
Write us fr.ielv •nd (Oily •nd enclose stamp
for symptom blank No Cstarrh. No. For
Men, No. 3 Por Women. Acki-css
THE APPLEUIAN MECOICsimg CO.
•- E. 4:4 ST - - CHICAGO, ILL.
) E ABL E
HUGH S'
TONIC
NEvER FAILS TO CURE
[huh and Fever
RE1.1 EV ES
1 
THE WORST
we CHKONit;
LASES
Better Than Quinine alone, be
CAM* it reinoVeS the cause.
,FdayTteietti..erit,:irenswint,oter nowr imie.osoni-e..esei
For Thirty Year a Ills
Ask ••• Hugh Tonic,
having IT. and not h ing else.
Insist on
60c. and $1.00 BOTTLES.
IMIrror sale by druggists and mer-
chants throughout the country.
-
JOHN tenons,
ST. JOHN BOYLE. Itmetvers.
E.. O. & 5. W. R. R.
eras missisurrs vmr.t.wf souse.)
-so-
Louisville. Cincinnati
-And All Pointe-
. 
whi.S
TRAINS LEAVE A8 TOLLOWet
TO LOCISTILLZ.
From Princeton 9.10. a. m I :011 a. m
" NortonsvIlle 10:45. a. ie. 2:06 a. sa
ro CENTRAL CITY aND Bi•all DAN.
From Princeton 4:110 p. mu.
" Norton/trills 5:/0p.
Memphis, Vicksburg,
New Orleans.
-And All Points-
907.71T-1
TRAINS LEA YR AN rot.Low s.
TO DiNPNIII.
rrom Princeton 10:60 a. m. 1:42 a. in
TO P• DUCAR •ND FCLTOX.
Front Princeton p. m.
Connecting at Memphis with through teat' b
to all points in
Araansas and Texas.
Rates, Tickets, and all information w,
furnished on application to your nearest tics
et agent. T. B. LYNCH, usssrai yeaseg
ger Agent, LOVISYILLa Kr.
MORE
LESS
HEALTH
WEAL"!
COMFORT
WORRY
WORK
WEAR .
FOR ALL WOMEN WHO USE
CLAIRETTE SOAR
SOLD EyeRywifERe
E THE filFAIRBAHK COMPANY, sT.Lons.
Prices Cut Halt In To at
"The Palace"
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. 'Ibis is your harve
ee and reap the never before heard of Bargains.
Trimmed Hats
At $i 011
4
3
50
2 ne
64 
1 :40
461 
I V)141 73
215
Line
aue
s•
1,4
Worth 110 011
01
ee
44 5 tr.
4 ,a
3
11 le
50 to 1 00
L'aia
°t Caps and Hoods
A$ Bo Worth Tic
33e " 1 rie
75c " 15
OF°
ewe
Sailors,
A t nic Worth SO to 75e
DO
Vac ; 50
Shapes at your
own price,
Fringe, Silk Fringe, Silk Ball s
(TERMS C ISH.)
MRS. ADA LAYNE
New Goods are Hero
Ail he latest and most fash
ionable shades and grades of
tailoring goods can now befound
in mylstock ot spring purchases.
Call and see me. Prices reason-
Jno. Y.Owslev
Samuel Hodgson,
CLARK8iILLE. TENN•
Manufacturer and Importer of--
ITALIAN MAR B E
COTC H, WEDE and the most desirable EASTERN
GRANITE MONUMENT, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
Xpne 'but the BEST Material U8ed.
YATES'
JEWELRY
&RACE
MAIN STREET
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A.0 LANGHAM.
Royaninsurance
Of Liverpool.
(INCORPORATED.)
Or/
141Co.,
Barbee & Castleman
Managers Southern Department,
"The Columbia" Bulding, Louibville, K y
Carnett WIPAoore Agents.
sot
C. H. LAYNE,
Livery. Ft ed & Sale
Stable!1-1100ssikate -
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Rigs Furnished day or night.
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prest. J. E. McPEERRsoN, Cash
Bank of Hopinsville!
(1NeORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplds $275.000
- E. P. CAMPBELL,- -JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D R. BEARD,- -DR. E. S. STUART,--
-C. H. BUSH.-
smi
THIS BANK oilers its cuetomers every banking facility,
liberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
ness entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with thoee
contemplating a change or division of th eiraccounts.
•
